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EDITORIAL

TRIUMPH AND DISASTER
The good advice passed on to future generations in Centre’s plans to celebrate the ship’s return and commemorate
Rudyard Kipling’s world-renowned poem If includes the line its somewhat surprising and still unexplained diversion to end
“If you can meet with triumph and disaster and treat those two its voyage by landing at Pulham. Additionally, there are some
imposters just the same …”. When applied to airships today, other related small items, starting with the short report below,
society certainly treats these two extremes very differently, at taken from a Norfolk local newspaper, which reveals that 100
least in terms of public awareness. Most people I encounter can years after the event, today’s youngsters are still learning from
name more than one airship disaster but very few can recall a R34’s extraordinary technological triumph.
And so to the disasters, or specifically to the one
single triumph. And yet there have been in truth only a handful
reprinted in this issue that has uncharacteristically faded from
of the former and a surprisingly large number of the latter.
One of the main reasons for the discrepancy is that view today. This is surprising considering the amount of
those events dubbed disasters were, in many cases spectacular damage done, the number of fatalities and the injuries caused
and mostly took place in peacetime as part of civilian to innocent bystanders. The in-flight accident that befell the
operations. They were thus the subject of much media interest Wingfoot Air Express in July 1919 (see page 9) may be
and dramatic images taken at the time naturally enough stayed exceptional in that what was dubbed at the time “The world’s
in the public mind and still survive today in news media most spectacular airship accident” received less world news
records. That tired old 1937 film of the Hindenburg burning media attention than might be expected but its end result was
entirely conventional. Poor old hydrogen got the blame.
keeps on popping up!
When airship accidents occur hydrogen always gets the
This is in complete contrast to most of the great
triumphs which were invariably visually unspectacular. More blame and this is regardless of the fact that the contemporary
often than not they were also conducted as part of military accounts clearly state that the Wingfoot accident was caused by
operations in time of war, and some were secret and thus ‘an engine catching fire.’
What this means, of course is that it was a fuel fire and
deliberately kept hidden from the public gaze and enemy eyes.
In this issue of Dirigible readers will find the perfect it is with the fuel that the blame really should lie, not only for
opportunity to test how well they personally can actually treat this tragic accident but for a majority of the widely publicised
both ‘imposters’ as there are two prime examples. Although, in ‘great airship disasters’ of history that the media so loves to
this instance both are exceptions to the rule in that the triumph constantly relive. In truth there have only ever been a handful
is one of the most well known while the disaster, which of them and even though the media keep harping on about
actually happened only days later in the same year, had little, if ‘hydrogen-filled’ airships, 90% of the fatalities resulted from
fire and gravity. This is in keeping with other flying machines.
any, media exposure here in the UK.
Fuel is dangerous stuff. It must be treated with respect.
Unsurprisingly, in this centenary year of R34’s epic
double trans-Atlantic crossing in 1919, Dirigible is pleased to When handled with care it is obviously safe enough - and the
mark this triumph with several items. Chief among them are same is true of hydrogen. Between 1928 and 1937 Germany’s
the photographs taken by the wireless operator, Reginald large hydrogen-filled airships successfully flew thousands of
Durrant, many of which we suspect are unique and previously passenger miles and by observing strict protocols they did so
unpublished. These can be found on pages 18 – 21, but there is quite safely. No paying passengers died until the Hindenburg
more. In the centre we reprint two pages from an unidentified caught fire 200 feet up in the air over Lakehurst in 1937.
contemporary American magazine, sent to us by Richard van
This one highly publicised accident did more than
Treuren, which give an insight to the R34 crew’s adventures anything else to give hydrogen its bad reputation but there are
while they were feted as guests in the New World.
signs that the world view may at last be changing (see page 4).
And then, in Museum News (on page 36), Sheila Moss
GILES CAMPLIN – EDITOR
King brings things up-to-date and tells of the Pennoyer
---ooo000ooo---

PHONE APP FOR R34
Students Develop Phone App Based On Record
Breaking Norfolk Airship, The R34
It was cutting edge in its day, now the exploits of a
Norfolk airship that made history is to be told with some
modern day hi-tech technology.
Three students from the University of Suffolk are
busy at work on a smart phone app that will bring to life
the story of the historic two-way mission to America by
the R34 airship.
Norfolk is next year set to be the centre of
celebrations of what will be 100 years since one of the
great feats of aviation, the first double airborne crossing
of the Atlantic. The South Norfolk village of Pulham St
Mary achieved international fame when the massive
634ft aircraft landed at Pulham Air Station following its
epic journey of some 3,130 miles.
The airship had taken off from East Fortune in
Scotland in July 1919, with a crew of 30, plus one
stowaway, who was discovered mid-Atlantic, and

crossed to Mineola, Long Island, before coming back to
land at Pulham on July 13, 1919.
Landmark commemorations are being planned by
Diss Museum, alongside events all over the world to
celebrate the intrepid flight. One of the most intriguing
involves Tom Gibbs, Henry Crofts and Elliot Chester,
third year computer games programming students at the
University of Suffolk, who are developing an educational
interactive experience for children. Tom Gibbs said:
“We’ve been working to create an application allowing
visitors to experience selected events from the voyage in
augmented reality.”
Users will be able to use the camera on their
phone to access custom-made designs and explore the
story of the airship’s voyage.
A short video giving an idea of what it will look like
can be seen at: https://youtu.be/b-yQND-hgdE but they
stress it shows “a very early prototype”.
More about the R34 centenary at: airships.me.uk
(Found at: www.dissmercury.co.uk : 05 September 2018)
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TECHNICAL SECTION

ALTERNATIVE FUELS FOR DIESELS
Excerpt from a General Motors Research Report By W. M. Scott
(Date and No. unknown)
[Sent in a Xerox by the author James Shock to US Naval Airship Association editor Richard van Treuren in 1998]

Hydrogen – It has been suggested that the ultimate fuel for combustion engines will be hydrogen
produced by the electrolysis of water, the primary source of energy being nuclear. In the absence of
hydrocarbon fuels, hydrogen would appear to be a convenient way of storing energy in a form which can be
used for automotive purposes and which incidentally could be the solution to most of the current pollutants
emitted by IC [internal combustion] engines.
The diesel engine would probably not be the first choice
of prime mover for the combustion of hydrogen. However, in
1926, Ricardo carried out some tests on the behalf of the Air
Ministry to investigate the possibility of burning the hydrogen
which has to be valved from airships to compensate for the loss
of weight as the diesel fuel was consumed. This offered the
possibility of extending the range of the airship by conserving
the diesel fuel.
The engine used for these tests was a single cylinder
research unit of 5 ½ inch bore x 7 ½ inch stroke employing a
single sleeve valve and an open combustion chamber in the
head as shown in Fig.13. This chamber used a high level of
swirl, a single fuel spray, and the chamber wall was insulated
with a steel sleeve. The hydrogen was introduced into the
induction air at a choke tube fitted in the induction system and
at a pressure of 0.018 psi.

Fig. 14. Hydrogen test results showing limit of hydrogen
consumption imposed by pre-ignition

Fig. 13. Vortex chamber used for hydrogen tests

The tests involved increasing the supply of hydrogen at
various levels of diesel fuel delivery until the combustion
became intolerably “bumpy” or rough due to pre-ignition of
the hydrogen from the heat insulated sleeve fitted in the
combustion chamber. Removal of the sleeve delayed the onset
of pre-ignition and resulted in the performance shown in
Fig.14. Engine roughness was monitored by a maximum
cylinder pressure and limited to 800 psi.
The valving ratio of hydrogen ( 1lb H2 for 13lb oil ) can
be matched at about 80 psi bmep. Below this load the engine
can easily consume all the hydrogen which has to be valved.
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From the US Naval Airship Association Journal
‘The Noon Balloon’ No. 116 Winter 2017

HISTORICAL SECTION

AUGUSTO SEVERO AND THE BARTOLOMEU DE GUSMÃO
By Thomas Norris
Reprinted from The Noon Balloon 116 Winter 2017

Augusto Severo (11 Jan 1864 - 12 May 1902) was a Brazilian Parliament
member. During the armed revolt of 1893 against the Floriano Peixoto
government, Severo foresaw the use of an airship being used in the fight against
the rebels. The Government granted Severo financial aid to have an airship of his
design constructed in Europe. Severo travelled to Paris in 1893 and had the wellknown firm of Lachambre and Machuron manufacture the envelope of his airship,
dubbed Bartolomeu de Gusmão. (The airship was named after Bartolomeu
Lourenco de Gusmao, Dec 1685 - 18 Nov 1724, a Portuguese priest born in
Santos Colony of Brazil. - See box.)
The 60-meter-Iong envelope arrived in Brazil in March
1893. Its volume was about 2,000 cubic meters. Initially, the
lattice structure was to be made of aluminium. However the
lack of available aluminium caused Severo to change the
design to use bamboo in the construction of the rigid parts.
The complex structure was to carry the loads of the
electric motor, batteries and crew, and be robust enough to
withstand flight loads. This structure, along with the hydrogen
production plant assembly and shed, was built at the Realengo
firing range in Rio de Janeiro. The gondola was likely attached
to the envelope in a similar way as was done with his smaller,
second airship, the Pax, on which the gondola was attached to
both the bow and the stern of the envelope. Both envelopes
were made of silk.

On 14 February 1894 the semi-rigid airship made her first
tethered ascent from the Royal Field at Rio de Janeiro.
Bartolomeu de Gusmão proved to be stable and balanced,
proving that Severo's conception was adequate for flight.
However, during stability tests on the only unmanned flight,
the 52-foot-long gondola broke, damaging the airship's
framework.
By this time the danger of the rebels and the revolt
began to decline. The government lost interest in the airship.
Thus, Bartolomeu de Gusmão did not receive the necessary
repairs and was abandoned. She was destroyed by gusty winds
in March 1894.

Augusto Severo de
Albuquerque Maranhão

Not all these photos, (found on line), have dates but
Bartolomeu de Gusmão is seen below with her Realengo shed.

In the photo above, dated 6 August 1893, the gondola of
the Bartolomeu de Gusmão rests in the foreground on the
Realengo Barracks porch.

This poor quality image shows Severo’s hydrogen gas
production apparatus at Realengo firing range in Rio. ♣

According to Wikipedia The Bartolomeu de Gusmão
Airport in Brazil was built to handle operations with
the rigid airships Graf Zeppelin and Hindenburg. It was
named after Bartolomeu Lourenço de Gusmão (1685–
1724), a Portuguese priest born in Brazil who did
research into transportation using balloons.
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WHEN THE BALLOON WENT UP – Part 3
The wartime experiences of Ensign Francis S. Clark (and some of his compatriots)
By Lorn Bohn

The following is condensed from a large quantity of material that once belonged to WW1 US Navy
balloon pilot, Ensign Francis S. Clark. The material not only provides insight into the war experience of
Ensign Clark but also contains ephemera which provides insight into his personal life including a large
number of letters written both before and after the war. The photographs were developed from negatives
which were found in the collection and in some cases cannot be positively identified.
While stationed at Brest, Clark responded to a circular
letter to kite balloon officers regarding the “Doctrine for Kite
Balloon Operation” His report is as follows:
US Naval Air Station, Brest, Finisterre, Sept. 13, 1918
From: Ensign F.S. Clark, USNRF
To: Commanding Officer
Subject: Reply to questions in circular letter to all kite
balloon officers on this station on the subject of “Doctrine for
kite balloon operations.”
1. Question: “Value of kite balloons attached to transport
ship in convoy.”
Answer: There are advantages enough in operating a kite
balloon from a transport ship in a convoy to make it seem
advisable to fly at least one kite balloon from one of the
transports in every convoy. In a large convoy it might be
advisable to fly more than one balloon from the transport ships.
It is true there are certain advantages in the operation of
kite balloons for convoy work from destroyers that would be lost
were the balloons to be flown from the transports. On the other
hand, it is believed, that advantages would be gained. The
solution of the problem would seem to be to fly balloons both
from the destroyers accompanying the convoy and from the
transports also.
The principal advantage to be derived from flying a
balloon from a transport would be due directly to the facilities
which a transport deck offers in the way of landing, especially in
rough weather.
Accidents which have been met with on balloon patrols
from this station serious enough to stop or handicap operations
have all taken place when the balloon had been pulled down to a
destroyer deck. It is a well known fact that as the cable of a kite
balloon is shortened to a few feet the balloon tends to swing
violently from side to side, usually in direct proportion to the
amount of wind blowing. On land this tendency is counteracted
by the use of the grab ropes. Twenty, thirty or more men ‘stand
by’ when the balloon is being landed, and the moment the grab
ropes come within reach they take hold of them. Held down by
man power at all points the swinging tendency of the balloon is
overcome.
The deck of a destroyer is so small that it is possible to
reach only the first pair of grab ropes (the bow lines) – though
when headed into wind the pair amidships of the balloon may be
reached. The utilization of the lines which may be reached from
the deck of a destroyer have a steadying influence. But, as
experience has demonstrated they are entirely inadequate in a
heavy wind.
The deck space on the average transport would not only
allow the crew to catch hold of all the balloon’s grab ropes but
the greater width of the decks would permit the ropes to be held
out at an angle more efficient for overcoming the sidewise
motion of the balloon.
The deck of the transport offers another advantage
because of its height from the water. The destroyer deck is so low
that when the balloon does get to swinging sidewise badly the
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basket is often totally immersed in the sea, filling with water, and
weighing the balloon down until disaster results.
Another advantage of the transport deck are the facilities
offered for snubbing the balloon down to the deck in case it is
necessary to effect repairs. There have been several patrols at this
station where operations were handicapped or it seemed likely
they might be handicapped because it was impossible to bring the
balloon into a position where she could be effectively repaired.
Even with the greatest precautions and the most careful
inspection before going to sea defects not repairable at sea from
a destroyer deck are liable to develop.
Finally, there is the advantage of the comparatively stable
deck of the larger ship. The rolling of the destroyer deck often
makes the transfer of pilots and observers an extremely
hazardous operation – both to the men being transferred and to
the crew operating the tackle by which the transfer is effected.

View from the stern of the destroyer USS Ericsson on convoy
escort duty. Clark most likely took this photo as his “Rubber
Cow” was being launched. Who’s Who in Ballooning records
that Clark made an epic ascent aboard the Ericsson in 1918 off
the coast of Brest, France in a 55mph wind!

All of these specific advantages which I have pointed out
establish, in my opinion, one fact – namely, that kite balloons
may be flown from transports in much rougher weather than it is
possible to fly them from the deck of a destroyer. Thus while it is
true that for ordinary weather a kite balloon is probably a more
effective weapon against submarines on a destroyer, it would be
an advantage to have balloons on transports as well, so that flying
might be done in weather conditions too violent for operations
from the deck of a destroyer.
It should be remembered that in case of attack by a
submarine, a kite balloon flown from a transport and in direct
telephone communication with it, would be of more value to the
transport in eluding the submarine than as though only in
indirect communication with it by means of wireless messages
relaid [sic] from a kite balloon operating from a destroyer. A kite
balloon flown from a transport, by virtue of its position, would
be more effective for observing the operations of a submarine
below the surface near the transport than one located at some
distance away on a destroyer.

2. Question: Value of kite balloons attached to destroyers
while escorting convoy transports.
Answer: The advantage of a kite balloon flown from a
destroyer as compared to the advantages of a balloon flown from
a transport are due to the direct line of communication which the
balloon has with destroyer, its depth charges and radio apparatus.
The question has been raised in connection with the value
of kite balloons for convoy work as to whether the help which a
kite balloon must be to a submarine locating a convoy is not
more of a disadvantage than a help. It is probably true that a
submarine can spot a kite balloon at a distance of forty miles.
Whether it could make contact with the convoy which the
presence of the kite balloon indicated, travelling submerged,
seems to be doubtful.
A submarine could probably spot the smoke from a
convoy at a distance of thirty miles under favourable conditions.
Or it might be able to locate a convoy at that distance by means
of its listening devices. With no kite balloon present it could
cruise on the surface below horizon of the highest lookout on a
destroyer, within a distance of from twenty to ten miles of the
convoy without being detected, according to weather conditions.
Thirty or twenty miles, according to weather conditions, would
probably be the limit it would dare to approach on the surface
with a kite balloon in the air.
As compared with a blimp or a plane for convoy work the
kite balloon is superior because of its effective means of
communication with the destroyer, which can in turn relay
wireless messages to a much greater distance than equipment
carried by either type of aircraft at the present time. The chief
advantage over either of these types of aircraft, however, is the
limitless distance that a kite balloon may be operated from its
base. The efficiency of kite balloons for this work in comparison
to other types of aircraft is a subject which I believe has already
been ably discussed in a paper recently circulated for the perusal
of a kite balloon officers attached to this station.
The question of how valuable the observations of a pilot
and observer from a kite balloon should be in locating a
submarine in the vicinity of a destroyer can only be satisfactorily
answered in my opinion after experiments in sighting a periscope
of a submarine from a kite balloon have been carried out. I
believe that a very little experimentation with our own
submarines for this purpose would furnish information which
could only be obtained by months and possibly years of actual
operations against German submarines.
My experience has been that small objects near the ship
have not been sighted very much ahead of the time they were
sighted from the bridge. It is doubtless true, though, that a better
view of objects partially or completely submerged can be
obtained from the kite balloon. I base this belief on several
instances when black fish were sighted in a recent patrol with the
Ericsson. On one occasion an observer on the bridge sighted a
black fish at five miles. The wake from its dorsal fin was so
marked that it presented an appearance very much like a
periscope. In fact general quarters were sounded. When the
officer in the kite balloon was asked about the suspicious object,
however, he reported it as a black fish immediately.
How far beneath the surface it would be possible to
follow the operations of submarine from a kite balloon is also a
question which will never be definitely settled until experiments
are made. I am certain that it is possible to see below the surface
to greater depth from a kite balloon basket and over a greater
area than it is from the bridge of a destroyer. But that is about
the limit of my knowledge at present on that subject.
3. Question: Describe with a sketch the best formation
for operating six destroyers equipped with kite balloons and ten
transports. Transport speed 18 kts; destroyer max speed 30 kts.

The little balloons are rather faint and hard to spot on this
sketch but appear to be flying from the outer circle of ships.

4. Question: Same conditions except that six additional
destroyers not equipped with balloons are in convoy. (D) and (c)
are in convoy at sea, either enroute to Brest or New York.

The balloons are even harder to see here but appear to be
flying from the arrowhead formation of leading escorts.

5. Question: Value of kite balloons on destroyers
escorting coastwise convoys – convoy speed, 11 kts – two
destroyers with balloons – two yachts – eight transports.
Consider that submarines definitely know route of convoy.
Answer: I believe kite balloons should be of more value
to a slow moving convoy than to one travelling as fast as 18
knots. A submarine could hardly hope to make contact with a
fast convoy in any other fashion than lying in wait for it; whereas
in the case of the slow convoy the submarine might make contact
even after it had passed by cruising up to within fifteen miles or
so on the surface, below the horizon line of the lookouts aboard
the ships. This a kite balloon would prevent.
Other advantages of kite balloons for coastal convoy
work would be the same as those for transatlantic work.
6. Question: Value of kite balloons on co[n]verted yachts,
maximum speed eleven knots.
Answer: I believe a kite balloon might be of some use on
a boat capable of making only eleven knots, if that boat were
equipped with an efficient set of wireless apparatus. A yacht
capable of making only eleven knots could not be of much use in
attacking a submarine itself, however.
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Answer: Kite balloons should prove extremely valuable
for this type of work because of their ability to stay out
indefinitely. With kite balloons present a submarine could only
hope to get away under cover of darkness. In a twenty-mile area
it would require only a few balloons to make it impossible for a
submarine to show its periscope without being detected and it is
possible that they might be discovered cruising under water with
nothing above the surface at all, were location [to be] known as
definitely as that. … … … … … TO BE CONTINUED

---ooo000ooo---

BALLOON v U-BOAT
Reprinted from: Milton Keynes Aviation Society Newsletter Vol 20, Issue 5 –
May 2018 (First published in The Times on 8 June 1918)

Original Clark photo taken in 1918 showing the wheel house of
the destroyer and what appears to be the Ericsson’s skipper
possibly Lieut Commander C.T. Hutchins Jr.(1917) or
Commander M.R. Stewart, (1918)?

In a convoy where destroyers were present, I think it
would be more desirable to have the balloons on board the
destroyers. For detached patrol duty I do not believe a kite
balloon on this type of craft would be practicable for the reason
that the submarine could spot the balloon by use of its periscope
long before an observer from the kite balloon could spot the
submarine.
The question of deck space for operating a kite balloon
from a yacht would be dependent on the individual yacht under
consideration.
7. Question: Value of kite balloons on destroyers acting
singly on reconnaissance or scout work.
Answer: It is not probable that a destroyer equipped with
a kite balloon on reconnaissance or scout work would make
many captures of submarines, due to the fact the submarine can
see a kite balloon at such a distance as to have plenty of time to
avoid it.
If a sufficient number of destroyers equipped with kite
balloons were detailed to this sort of duty in any given section,
however, the mere keeping of submarines below the surface
during the hours of daylight might prove embarrassing to them.
Kite balloons detailed to this kind of duty might also prove useful
in spotting oil patches or other signs of the presence of
submarines.
If blimps are considered of use for this type of work, it
seems that kite balloons which can remain in a given locality
indefinitely, in case suspicion [sic] signs are detected, should be
even more valuable.
8. Question: Value of kite balloons on destroyers acting in
groups of six for search and listening patrol when submarine has
been definitely located with twenty mile radius.
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The longer hours of daylight have enabled our sea planes,
airships, and kite balloons materially to assist our surface craft in
defending merchant vessels and in hunting out the U-boat. The
summer conditions favour the submarine hunters, whose
incessant searching of the seas forces the German craft to seek
deeper waters in the hope of escaping their vigilance.
Particularly good work was performed recently by an
observation balloon which was being towed by one of his
Majesty’s ships through a sector of home waters. The patrol was
started at daybreak and the balloon had not gone far before the
observer sighted something which indicated the presence of a
submarine. Depth charges were dropped, which caused the
submarine to change its position. An hour later a submarine was
seen by the balloon to break surface a considerable distance away
and to begin shelling a small sailing vessel. The balloon was
towed rapidly to the spot. In the meantime the submarine was
forced by the towing vessel to cease firing and to submerge.
Aided by the balloon the towing ship was able to get over
the track of the U-boat, and to drop nine depth charges, as the
result of which large quantities of oil rose to the surface and
gradually spread to an area of roughly a mile.
One of our airships, also on an early morning
reconnaissance, sighted a U-boat engaged in attacking a
merchantman. Putting on full speed the airship arrived on the
spot just after the submarine had submerged, but the German
had not got deep enough to be out of the vision of the airship
crew. A bomb dropped about three feet astern on the U-boat’s
port evidently gave her a bad shaking, for streaks of oil rose to
the surface and the submarine was seen to alter her course to
starboard.
The airship manoeuvred for position and with a second
bomb scored a direct hit on the stern of the submarine, causing it
to lift towards the surface and roll as though about to turn turtle.
More oil rose and the submarine disappeared from the airship’s
view. ♣

THE WINGFOOT AIR EXPRESS DISASTER OF 1919
By Lou Young
(Reprinted from the US Naval Airship Association Journal The Noon Balloon No.120 Winter 2018)

In 1916 Goodyear purchased 720 acres of land southwest of Akron,
Ohio to serve as a flying field and manufacturing facility for their
aeronautics division. Airship production originated in March 1917 when
the United States Navy ordered nine B-type dirigibles from Goodyear
and eight from other manufacturers. However, since the hangar at
Wingfoot Lake was not ready, the B-1 airship was erected at White City,
an amusement park near Chicago, which was once the home of the 1893
Chicago World Fair. Its wooden hangar, originally built for balloons, was Photo: Young Collection
the only suitable building at the time; once a channel was cut in the floor to accommodate the car. The shed
had also been home to Roy Knabenshue’s airship which flew passengers (and at least one motion picture
camera*) over Chicago rooftops before the Great War.
* https://youtu.be/SxCFCoI2pjk

Photos: NAA Editor’s Collection

Top photos: Knabenshue flying passengers before Great War.
Below: first wartime delivery, B-1 departs White City on 29 May
1917. Shed is off-camera to left of the ‘coaster.

Just weeks before B-1’s record flight, on April 6, 1917,
the United States declared war on Germany. Shortly thereafter,
Goodyear assigned three members of the Goodyear aeronautics
team to the United States Army Signal Corp, all holding the
rank of Captain. The three team members included: Walter
Keith, an experienced chemist/metallurgist; Herman Kraft,
who had several years of experience in automotive and aircraft
design; and Bill Young, who was manager of airplane
accessories and airships in the efficiency and planning
department. The team was sent to England and France to study
primarily the production and maintenance of blimps and
observation balloons, reporting to legendary Colonel William
“Billy” Mitchell.
Photo: Young Collection

Large European semi-rigid airship

The trio returned to the United States in 1918 following
the Armistice, Goodyear promoting them all. Bill Young
returned to the planning department as the assistant department

manager supervising fifty to sixty production engineers and
schedule clerks, reporting to P.W. Litchfield. Litchfield
recruited Young directly out of college on the recommendation
of Glenn Curtiss. Young developed a passion for aviation
while in college and earned his ‘Airplane Pilot’s Award’ at the
Glenn Curtiss Flying School during his junior year, where he
impressed Curtiss with his enthusiasm and leadership qualities.
Litchfield likewise recognized Bill’s potential. Bill
writes: “One day Mr. Litchfield called me into his office and
told me he thought the weakness in our aviation division was
lack of a sales program and suggested that I try for a job in the
general office. Within a few days, I was transferred to the
general office as assistant to Willard Sieberling, manager of
aeronautical sales, reporting to E.R. Preston, who was
manager of a sales division which among several, included
government sales.” In this new capacity, one of Young’s
responsibilities was being the project manager and overseeing
the assembling of Goodyear blimps at various locations.
At this “Return To Normalcy” time, there was much
speculation about passenger and mail transport between cities.
E.R. Preston was a strong proponent for the development of
commercial air travel, utilizing both rigid and non-rigid
airships. He believed that American technology was more than
capable of improving the best designs in the world and adapt
them to American production methods. He thought that the
commercial market was merely “waiting for lethargic America
to wake up.” A Goodyear catalog stated, “We are not
confronted with the problem of dismantling an “Airship
Factory” which was built up purely as a War emergency.
Rather we are confronted with the problem of
increasing the facilities of that factory so that we can construct
the mammoth airships the commercial future will require.”
Commercial airship travel needed to be vigorously promoted to
the general public to make that happen. Thus any public
relations opportunity to promote commercial airships to the
public was welcomed and seized upon. In Germany, Zeppelin
was using parts from uncompleted dirigibles to build new
passenger airships and had resumed service with their LZ-120,
the Bodensee. No reason Goodyear could not follow suit and
capitalize on their wartime experience.
No doubt inspired by earlier passenger blimps,
Goodyear’s team, already building the US Army’s first airship
cars, quickly designed constructed an elongated boat-like car in
the workshops adjoining the Magdore, Ohio, hangar, which
had been laid down in 1917 and enlarged the next year. The
design’s ambitious passenger capacity was made possible by
the enlarged “F” type envelope (“FB” for the USN’s E-1, and
“FC” for the USN’s F-1 airship) designated “FD,” since their
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95,000 ft3 of hydrogen capacity designed to lift full gasoline
and bomb loads for extended at-sea missions, proved late in the
Great War. As project manager, Bill Young was responsible
for the assembly of the Wingfoot Air Express.

Bill remembered, “The engines were mounted aft of
rather than on the control car, as was the usual design.
Presumably, this provided extra safety to the passengers as
well as reducing any vibration to the control car.”

Photo: E. Brothers

Scale model shows available F-type envelope, built by
Goodyear for use with the B-, and enlarged for E- and F-type
airships, as adapted for use to carry passengers in a unique
boat-like car.
Photo: E. Brothers

The unique mounting of the twin Le Rhone engines featured its
own suspension with no attachment to the car. The mechanic,
facing aft, could reach both motors. At upper left, a
conventional engine awaits installation in a US Army non-rigid.

Photo: The Goodyear Airships

Side-by-side comfortable seats were to accommodate up to
eight passengers plus two crew.

In addition to the blimp assembly, the crew was
responsible for the installation of two new air-cooled, 110 HP
Gnome Le Rhone rotary engines which were designed and
manufactured in France. It was a new application for the
engines, which had never powered an airship. The Le Rhones
represented a substantial power-to-weight ratio advantage.
Photo: E. Brothers

An excellent opportunity presented itself when
arrangements were made for the Wingfoot Air Express, then
considered a Goodyear commercial venture, to make a series of
promotional flights in Chicago during the third week of July,
1919. (The ship’s name was inspired by the legendary tire
delivery truck service of 1916.)
Mr Preston wanted local dignitaries to ride the blimp
and many respected members of the business community and
local politicians were clamouring to be included on the
passenger list. However, at that time, the Wingfoot Lake
facilities were not actually available to the company to erect
what was Goodyear’s first private airship.
According to one Goodyear spokesman: “Our hangars
in Akron are still in the hands of the Army and to make the
scheduled Chicago flights we decided to use the hangars at
White City, which are the best available in the mid-west for our
use.”
The designated assembly site, the White City
Amusement Park, was located in the Woodlawn
neighbourhood on Chicago’s south side, seven miles from
downtown.
(The timber shed is visible in the opening seconds of
that 1914 film, but its H2 generator is not seen in any photos
yet published.)

Photo: American Airship Bases & Facilities

A rotary engine’s crankshaft is bolted to the frame; the entire
engine: cylinders, block and all - spins with the propeller.
Gasoline/air mixture is fed through the hollow crankshaft and up
to a valve atop each piston.
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The former balloon shed, the only suitable building in the
country, had been pressed into service in 1917 owing to its free
3
space being large enough to erect the 77,000 ft envelope of
the B-1. The floor had a trench cut to accommodate the Curtissbuilt B-ship car.

Photo: The Goodyear Airships

Photo: Young Collection

These unidentified men were photographed during the “FD”
envelope inflation in the spring of 1919, using the tried and true
“one diamond at a time” sand bag-weighted net technique.

The Wingfoot Air Express car was delivered to Chicago and
lowered into the trench made for the B-ship erection. The Le
Rhone engine frame was also suspended from the envelope’s
“finger” patches in June, 1919.
Photo: Young Collection

Emerging from the shed, the Wingfoot Air Express was
outwardly similar to the late production B-class airships, which
were 186 feet long and 50 feet in diameter.
Photo: The Goodyear Airships
Photo: Young Collection
Photo: Young Collection

These men are not identified in the scrapbook but likely were
closely associated with the Wingfoot Air Express rollout and
test flight(s).

Now decorated as a Goodyear venture, Wingfoot Air Express is
seen here at Grant Park. Operations drew a huge crowd. As
can be seen, control surfaces and fixed stabilizers are identical
to the later production B-type Navy ships.
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The record does not show the exact date of the rollout
or how many test flights were made, but papers on file at the
University of Akron suggest all were not happy with the ship’s
construction. Photos in the author’s collection show the
envelope not yet decorated with the rather small (by later
standard) Goodyear logo, resembling a pendant. This was
installed and the airship was considered ready for service use.
The Wingfoot Air Express left the hangar at White City
around 9:00 AM on Monday, July 21, 1919 and slowly made
its way to the Grant Park terminal and airfield which was
located in the downtown area near Lake Michigan.
Aboard were the pilot, Jack Boettner, and two
mechanics, Carl Weaver and Harry Wacker. An Army Air
Service Colonel, Joseph C. Morrow, also flew on the initial
flight as an observer. The day was warm and clear. The airship
performed to expectations with no apparent problems.
Photo: J. Shock

passengers. However, prior to the airship’s departure from
Grant Park, Milton Norton, a photographer from the Chicago
Herald Examiner and Earl H. Davenport, public relations
manager for the White City Amusement Park approached Jack
Boettner and Bill Young. They asked if they could return to
White City aboard the final flight. Norton suggested to
Boettner that he divert from the original flight plan to take him
over the downtown loop so he could take aerial photos of the
Chicago skyline for publication in the morning newspaper.
Preston saw this as a most prodigious opportunity for
additional public exposure. Boettner had no serious objections
to the request even though the airship’s navigation had never
been tested over the city. Young, on the other hand asked them
not to ride with the crew on the return trip because the machine
was a new one and untried. The photographer and Mr
Davenport however, pleaded to go against his warnings, and
Preston made the decision to allow them to go.
Photo: J. Shock

Jack Boettner is standing in the airship’s car; also visible are
Carl Weaver and Harry Wacker.

Shortly after lunch, a second trial flight was safely
made, flying passengers on short sightseeing tours around the
lake front. Mr Preston was delighted with the day’s results.

This image shows the seeming hastily added Goodyear
pendant is working loose, but the time of day is not indicated.

This grainy photo on file in the Chicago Public Library blogspot
is labelled “Winged Foot Express” (sic). It seems the pendant is
still fully attached in this view.

Later in the afternoon, the third and final flight of the
day was scheduled to return to the White City hangar with no
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The day’s third flight launched at 4:00 pm, soon
reaching an altitude of 1,200 feet and slowly headed toward the
downtown “loop” area of Chicago. At approximately 4:55, one
of the Le Rhone rotary engines caught fire, flames reaching up
and igniting the inflammable hydrogen gas bag. There was
chaos and confusion. All passengers and crew were wearing
parachutes and Boettner gave the order “Over the top,
everybody. Jump or you’ll all get burned.”
The Wingfoot Air Express was at that moment directly
above The Illinois Trust and Savings Bank on the corner of
LaSalle St. and Jackson Blvd. According to witnesses, five
people jumped, but only four chutes opened. It was the chute
of Carl Weaver, the Goodyear mechanic that failed to open.
No longer buoyant and falling, the envelope was ablaze.
“At least two of the other chutes caught fire, but were flaming
slowly.” Harry Wacker jumped with minor injuries, landing
safely on the street. “Milton Norton, who had delayed jumping

from the gondola as he worried over his camera and plates,
was descending too rapidly, spinning wildly round and round.
He was thrown violently against a window of the Western
Union Building. The window smashed, and Norton snagged
momentarily on a sill, but his weight was too great and he
continued falling to the street, breaking both legs.” He later
died at the hospital, asking continuously if his pictures had
survived. They had not.
Earl Davenport tried to jump, but his parachute was
caught in the flaming bag and he dropped with the wreckage.
The airship car and engine assembly crashed violently through
a skylight into the bank lobby.
The Chicago Daily Tribune covered the story, writing:
“There was nothing to warn the 100s of the institution’s
employees of the coming tragedy. A shadow passed over the
marble rotunda, where 150 were busy, and a terrifying crash
followed. The bank’s closing hours had passed, but the clerks
were still at work in the various departments. Breaking thru
the iron supports holding the glass overhead, the fuselage of
the blimp, with two heavy rotary engines and two gasoline
tanks smashed to the floor. Instantly the tanks exploded,
scattering a wave of flaming gasoline over the workers for a
radius of 50 feet. Panic ensued. It seemed, according to the
survivors, as if the whole bank was on fire ...
“There were only two exits through which they could
leave the wire cage which surrounded the rotunda. Men and
girls with clothing flaming fought their way thru the exits.
Girls on the second floor ran screaming to the windows and
several jumped to the streets.” “The entire extent of the
damage to the bank thru the burning of its records is not
known, however a package of $50,000 in government bonds
was known to have burned up.” In all, thirteen people lost their
lives and twenty-seven more were injured. This was the
world’s most spectacular airship accident at that time.

engine technology and had given orders only for the blimp to
be constructed as quickly as possible. He also stated that he
had not considered the blimp safe, and furthermore he had
discouraged the flight, but he was overruled by E.R. Preston.

Newspaper in Young Collection

Pilot Jack Boettner’s ‘chute had also caught fire, but he
was fortunate enough to have fallen onto the fire escape of an
adjacent building. He managed to climb down the ladder to
safety, where he was immediately arrested by two policemen
who took him away for questioning.
In an editorial, The Chicago Daily News fixed the blame
for the accident firmly on the pilot and his employers who
irresponsibly put the entire city at risk for a “joyride” with no
clear purpose. “The flight was considered experimental so why
was an experiment carried out above the heads of thousands of
people, over the loop of Chicago when there were millions of
acres of unoccupied land in the United States?”
Boettner testified that the two Le Rhone engines had
previously never been used on an airship and were considered
experimental. Young admitted that he had no knowledge of

Maclay Hoyne, State Attorney General immediately
ordered the arrest of everyone associated with the Wingfoot Air
Express totalling fourteen people. “Representatives of
Goodyear came forward to say that Boettner and all other
members of the crew would cooperate completely and answer
any questions posed to them during the investigation. The
company also promised to pay the expenses of all those who
suffered injuries in the crash.” All were soon released except
pilot Jack Boettner and Bill Young who were retained in police
custody. (see newspaper page above.)
So under the suspicion of “criminal negligence” deemed
by the authority of Jim Hoffman, the Cook County coroner,
who also was a candidate for sheriff, Bill Young and Jack
Boettner as responsible managers were not allowed to leave
Cook County for more than seventy-two hours without
permission. They were held in the technical custody of Cook
County pending the outcome of the investigation which lasted
until November fifteenth. Young said “The Coroner allowed
his investigation to drag until about a week after the fall
election because whenever he needed publicity he would issue
a partial report which was always headline news in the
Chicago newspapers.”
Throughout this time both men had personal body
guards assigned to them and each had a suite of rooms in the
Bermuda Hotel. Young’s body guard, a detective on the
Chicago police force was also on the payroll of Al Capone, the
notorious mafia boss. Bill Young visited the famous kingpin
several times and was always treated with great respect
wherever he went in the city.
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Photo: NMNA, D. Smith

He said that “It was with the help of our bodyguards,
along with Goodyear’s acceptance of their full responsibility
that ill will was turned into goodwill and in the end, reflected
in increased sales from the city of Chicago.”
Young added: “during the time from July 23 to
November 15, I think, I got acquainted with all the Republican
office holders of Cook County, the City of Chicago, and a good
many prominent persons like Rufus Dawes and his brother,
Charles, who later became vice president of the United States
under Calvin Coolidge.” Vice President Dawes became a
strong advocate of lighter-than-air transportation and was
considered a friend and ally of Bill Young and the GoodyearZeppelin Corporation.

In the aftermath, no airship was ever again powered with Le
Rhone rotary engines. The more carefully constructed
Goodyear “Pony” blimps, derived from concurrent Army work,
with radial engines mounted firmly to their cars, continued to fly
about the country in the early 1920s.

Years later when the Government cut funding for
military hydrogen-borne flight, the smaller Army ships had to
be retired. Goodyear committed to build larger airships and
employ the expensive new helium gas. It still does so today. ♣

---ooo000ooo---

LARNE AIRFIELD GETS OFFICIAL RECOGNITION
A commemoration stone was unveiled at Bentra, in Whitehead, on Saturday 20 October 2018, to mark
the site of a World War I airship base. The official ceremony at Diamond Jubilee Wood was conducted by
the Queen’s representative in Co. Antrim Lord Lieutenant Joan Christie.

Larne Airfield - also known as either Bentra or Whitehead - was Ireland’s first permanent military airfield.

Larne and Kirkistown Airfields are the first in Northern
Ireland to be honoured with an Airfields of Britain
Conservation Trust memorial. The Airfields Trust, the Royal
Air Force, Royal Navy and Mid and East Antrim Borough
Council were also represented at the service.
Historical consultant Guy Warner explained: “The
airships that operated from Bentra patrolled the North
Channel looking for U-boats during World War I. “They also
escorted the Princess Maud back and forward to Stranraer and
escorted convoys from 1917. Their role was chiefly one of
detection and surveillance from a height. They had a crew of
two or three, a pilot, wireless operator and then an engineer. If
it had not been for this work, we could well have lost the war.
It was that crucial.

“Larne was a very important base. The North Channel
was a choke point. It was crucial to guard that particular part
of the route. More than 100 vessels were based in Larne
providing continuous patrols for U-boats. Most of the vessels
were quite small although there were also destroyers and
minesweepers.
“Bentra was chosen because it was a flat site opposite
Luce Bay in Scotland. The airships were based there from
1915 until the end of the war. They are a forgotten aspect of
World War I. Larne and Bentra’s role in the war deserves to
have more recognition.”
The unveiling coincides with the launch of a new
exhibition at Carrickfergus Museum called “Ships & Airships:
Coastal Defence during the First World War”.

Read more at: www.larnetimes.co.uk/news/role-of-larne-airfield-at-bentra-given-official-recognition-1-8677341
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WHY NOT BUILD AIRSHIPS IN AMERICA?
By R. H. UPSON
Found online and submitted by John Taylor in
LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY
The Oldest Illustrated Weekly Newspaper in the United States
Vol. CXXXIII No.3437 – September 17, 1921, p376.

“Let us hope," says Mr. Upson in the article below, “that our Government will have learned its lesson
to rely on American skill, ingenuity and scientific knowledge to build our own instruments of war as well as
those of peace, to the end that each shall help in the development of the other.” Mr Upson believes that
given the opportunity, this country can produce dirigibles equal to, or better than, such giant craft as this the
R-33, one of the greatest air monsters ever built in England. He says that the ZR-2 tragedy should not
prejudice us against dirigibles.
(NOTE FROM EDITOR OF LESLIE’S ILLUSTRATED –
Mr. Upson is now in Brussels, Belgium, the Captain of
the American team, contending for the Gordon Bennett Cup in
the International Balloon Race. Mr. Upson already has won
the National Balloon Trophy for 1921, and in 1913 he won
both the National and International Cups. In addition to being
an aerial pilot and navigator, Mr. Upson is one of the very few
who have had actual experience in designing and building
lighter-than-air ships in America. From 1914 to 1920 he was
Chief Engineer of the Aeronautical Department of the
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, which built balloons and
rigid dirigibles for the U. S. Navy. He designed the first
unproved kite balloon in 1915 and developed airships for the
Navy in 1917. He spent 1920 studying the latest European
methods of airship building.)
If the United States Government abandons the
construction of large dirigibles because the ZR-2 was destroyed
by an accident it will postpone the age of aerial transportation
in lighter-than-air craft many years. But should this nation
relinquish its efforts to build up a strong lighter-than-air flying
force simply because one ship in which it was interested failed
to “make good?” It is only natural that with the catastrophe of
the ZR-2 fresh in mind everyone should be searching for whys
and wherefores and for some constructive comment amid the
clash of exclamatory expression called forth by the tragic

wreck. The burden of my suggestions is well summed up in the
title of this article.
There is no doubt, it seems to me, that after we have
passed through the period of experimentation, necessary to the
perfection of any mechanical means of transportation, the large
airships will be used most extensively for travel over long
distances. It took centuries to perfect the ocean liner; the
dirigible is not a quarter of a century old, yet the latter is as
large as the former and has crossed the Atlantic more quickly
by nearly two days than the fastest steamship.
US Navy official photo

The pilot car of the ZR-2. The great lighter-than-air flyer
was an experimental ship, and, according to many
experts, a poorly designed one.
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Because the May Fly was destroyed by accident before
the war, the British practically abandoned the building of
dirigibles, but as soon as the Zeppelins began to raid England,
the British Government made all kinds of haste and spent all
kinds of money trying to learn how to build dirigibles, copying
German models shot down in England. This was a military
necessity during the early part of the war, but toward the end
British airship design developed into original and very
effective airship channels.

Photo British
Royal Air Force
through
international

Underwood

The officers who were to take the ZR-2 across the
Atlantic. This picture was taken less than a week before
the dirigible was destroyed.
In the present situation there seems great danger that
airship development in the United States may be greatly
retarded by the operation of motives similar to those which
have caused such uncertain development in England.
Take the ZR-2 as an example. Why did the United
States Navy in a time of peace offer to pay $2,000,000 to the
British Navy to build a rigid airship of unprecedented size?
Our friends in the Navy might say it would be an experiment to
try to build in the United States a rigid dirigible for longdistant scouting. The blimps have nowhere near the carrying
capacity or cruising radius of the giant dirigibles. True, but we
have built them successfully in this country and we had to
make a beginning with them just as other nations did.
Even granting that the rigid dirigible construction in this
country would be an experiment, would we be doing any more
than England is doing? Wouldn't it be much better for the
United States Navy to let Americans experiment at our expense
power? Sooner or later we have got to come to it in order to
keep abreast of England, France, Italy, and even Germany.
What is a better time than now when we are at peace with the
whole world?
But for the sake of argument, suppose we grant that the
engineers who designed the ZR-2 and the men who built her
had had experience in building dirigibles. It must be borne in
mind that the R-34 was not built by the Royal Airship Factory
which constructed the ZR-2, but by Beardmores, Ltd., a private
corporation. Yet despite the fact that the Royal Airship Factory
had built other dirigibles, the ZR-2 was an experimental ship,
and it was a poorly designed ship.
There are certain accidents in aeronautics that may be
excusable with our still imperfect knowledge of atmospheric or
weather conditions, but we have got past the time when a rigid
dirigible should in fair weather break in two while making the
first trial tests under full power, as now seems by the evidence
to have been the case with ZR-2. Indeed, if reports are true, the
trouble with the ZR-2, ever since she first had gas put into her,
was the same as that with the Quebec Bridge —structural
defects. Unfortunately the man responsible for the design of
the ZR-2 went down with the ship. We can at least say he had
confidence in his own product. But after all, what evidence is
there to show that he was any more capable than American
engineers might have been in the construction of a dirigible?
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The heart of a dirigible (in this case the R-34), showing the
storage tanks and the runway from stem to stern. The tanks are
not nearly so large as they appear here, and the runway is
extremely narrow.

As far as I know, the only experience had by the Royal
Airship Factory in the construction of rigid dirigibles, previous
to the building of the ZR-2, was in making copies of a few
German Zeppelins. Not only was the ZR-2 an experimental
design, but the first wholly original design turned out by this
factory. Indeed, the only previous experience in original British
design is that of the Vickers Works, where several meritorious
designs of rigid airships have been worked out. The R-80 built
by this firm is as fine a ship for its size as any in existence.
Evidently the Vickers Company, as well as a prominent
American manufacturer of smaller airships, was ignored in the
awarding of the contract for building the ZR-2. The American
firm was fully capable of handling the job. It had the
personnel, the equipment. It put in a bid for a ship similar in
size to the ZR-2, and agreed to put up all the capital required,
except for the hangar. For this one item only a temporary loan
was requested to be advanced by the Government. It will be
noted that the American Government had advanced 50 per
cent. of the funds for the completion of the ZR-2 when the
disaster occurred over the River Humber. The American firm
agreed to pay back the loan from 100 per cent. of the profits
until the hangar was completely paid for. But the order was,
nevertheless, placed in a foreign country.
It was, of course, possible in ordering an airship to be
built abroad for the American aeronautical engineers to get
some very valuable experience by having our designers work
in co-operation with the British design staff. Even this
possibility was almost completely overlooked, for from the day
the construction of the ship was started until it was finished
there has not been a single American designing engineer of any
reputation who has been in direct contact with the work.
This should be nothing if not a lesson. Yet we find
exactly the same situation in this country as that which
obtained in England when the building of the ZR-2 was

undertaken by the Royal Airship Factory. At the time the ZR-2
order was awarded to the British Navy, the United States Navy
with equal self-assurance turned down all the proposals of
private industry and started the construction of the ZR-1 at
Philadelphia, and although the orders for these two ships were
placed at about the same time, hardly more than a few parts for
the latter have yet been assembled. But worst of all the airship
the Navy is building is on an old plan.
The ZR-1 is in design a close copy of the German
Zeppelins of the year 1916, and, at a conservative estimate, it
will probably be 1923 before the ship is finished, which will
put the design seven years out of date. That disposes of the
purely naval value that may be in the airship itself. For the
$4,000,000 or more that this ship will cost this country, two
ships could have been made by a private concern with money
to spare. And in the end what will we have to justify the
expenditure?
US Navy official photo

The “nose” of the ZR-2. A nose is almost as essential to
the well-being of a dirigible as it is in the case of a human
being. Through it passes the cable which holds the ship
to the anchoring mast during periods of rest.
Undoubtedly a considerable number of men will be
educated in the preparation and interpretation of airship
drawings, in the methods of manufacture and assembly of this
type of ship, including the making of joints, wiring, fabric
work, etc. That this is of some value to the country and the
industry it would be idle to question. But after all, are we
getting the full value for the amount of money spent? Thus,
though the ZR-1, now building in this country, may be thought
to be an American product it is being constructed after an
obsolete German design that will make it hopelessly out of date
when completed. By all means let us finish the ZR-1 and make
it a success, but let us hope the very next unit will be a real
American product.
The late Lieutenant-Commander Maxfield, at a hearing
before the Senate Committee, stated that the order to build the
ZR-2 was placed in England because there were no aircraft
manufacturers in this country with the tools, the equipment, or
the factory to build such a giant. Of course there cannot be any
unless we begin to receive orders. England has subsidized her
steamship industry and also her aircraft industry. Until the
airship has demonstrated its commercial utility, the industry in
America must be aided in its development at least by receiving
orders from the Government. The art and the industry must be

coordinated and the growth must be simultaneous, to get the
best results.
As a matter of fact, there are two private corporations in
the United States at the present time which could successfully
construct a large airship of improved type. Sooner or later, like
Britain, we shall have to construct airships in this country for
long distant scouting over the sea to notify our naval and
military forces of the approach of hostile fleets, and to direct
the course of our battle ships. But, we can never build airships
unless we encourage the industry and we cannot encourage an
industry unless the Government places its orders with the
manufacturers in this country and cooperates with them.
The time has gone by when we say an airship is a good
airship because it is a ‘rigid. The ZR-2 was the largest dirigible
ever built. It was an experiment 50 feet longer, 5 feet wider in
diameter, and buoyed up by 700,000 more cubic feet of gas
than the R-34. In its construction one of the many new
experiments was to run the gas pressure wires
circumferentially and not diagonally, as in the case of the R-34.
This undoubtedly weakened the frame amidships and due to
faulty calculations in determining the tensile strength of the
longitudinal girders at that point, the ship showed a tendency to
buckle. Apparently for that reason they were reinforced after
the first flight, but when subjected to lateral pressure of air in
turning under full power, the girders buckled in the center.
Explosions followed, but whether the hydrogen or the petrol
exploded, it is hard to tell. All this tends to prove that the
disaster was due to an engineering error in the construction of
the frame of an airship built to prove a theory. American
engineers could have done no worse. The thing that is hard to
understand is not so much that this experiment was a
stupendous failure, but that the United States Navy Department
awarded the contract to foreign experimenters and not to an
American firm.
Of course experimentation has got to be done, but why
not do it ourselves? The longer we hold ourselves dependent
on foreign airships and foreign governments the more likely
we are to have another catastrophe like that of the ZR-2 when
we do start. Count Zeppelin was the first to see that airships
should be big and built on engineering principles. But there is
no secret about the engineering knowledge necessary to build
such an airship—one with sufficient strength to meet all the
requirements of ordinary flight. The United States has the
resources, her engineers the ability to build a dirigible and her
meteorologists and navigators the data to steer it.
Besides all this we have a wonderful advantage of a
practical monopoly of the non-inflammable helium gas. A
large plant has already been constructed in Texas, and a pipe
line extending all the way into the oil fields of that State to
convey the gas to the chemical laboratories. Although there
might not have been enough gas available to inflate and
maintain inflation in a ship the size of the ZR-2 at the time the
order was placed for that dirigible, nevertheless it was fairly
clear that enough would be available at the time the ship was
finished. At the present tine the Government has at Fort Worth,
Tex., 20,000,000 cubic feet of helium in 100,000 cylinders
containing 200 cubic feet each of this non-inflammable gas,
which has almost the lifting capacity of hydrogen. The ZR-2
had a hydrogen capacity of 2,700,000 cubic feet. This is the
strongest argument possible for the original development of the
rigid type of airship in this country.
Let us hope that our Government will have learned its
lesson to rely on American skill, ingenuity and scientific
knowledge to build our own instruments of war as well as
those of peace, to the end that each shall help in the
development of the other. ♣
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LEAVES FROM AN AIRMAN'S LOG BOOK
The R34 Photos of Wireless Operator Lt. Reginald Durrant

Surprises always come out of the blue, and AHT got a very pleasant one in 2017 when an archive of
papers and photographs were donated by Stephen Jeffrey. His step-grandfather, Lt. Reginald F Durrant, was
the wireless officer onboard the R34 on the first trans-Atlantic flight to America. He was also a regular crew
member of the R101, except fortuitously (for reasons unknown) on the day it crashed. From the donated
material, it was clear that Durrant submitted articles to periodicals such as Wireless World (August 1932)
and among his other exploits was also the driving force behind the founding of The Guild of Airshipmen
(see Dirigible 85). Durrant took many photos of his exploits and to mark the centenary, Dirigible is pleased
to publish these four pages of pictures from his scrapbook that record the R34’s historic visit to the USA.
We suspect that some of the photos are unique and previously unpublished – (see also front and back cover).

     $%!          
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THE GREAT AIR ADVENTURE OF R34
These two pages from an unidentified publication contemporary with R34’s historic trans-Atlantic flight were submitted by Richard van Treuren, editor of the US Naval Airship Association Journal, The Noon Balloon.
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THE TOWING OF SSZ.51 BY THE USS DOWNES
Submitted by Jarvis Frith
From Commanding Officer USS DOWNES
To Force Commander : 16th of August 1918
Subject: Report of rescue of crew of SSZ51 the wrecking and salvaging of wreck.
1. About 6:40 a.m. 15
August 1918, while escorting
convoy HC 12, the officer of
the deck sighted airship SSZ51
on port beam of convoy, with
the mooring line trailing the
water and apparently at the
mercy of the wind. Position at
that time, Latitude 53-35 North,
Longitude 4-02 West.
2. The officer of the
Deck headed for the airship and
notified me. Increased speed to
20 knots and found that the
airship was making about 18
knots with the wind, which was
blowing West North West,
Force 3 to 4. I handled the ship
so as to approach from
windward and on coming close
saw that the envelope was not
full of gas and that the engine of
the airship was stopped. Tried
Photo submitted by Gary Ball of ‘Project Zero’ – see letter on p32
to signal the airship, but found
it easier to speak by megaphone, and was requested by the pilot davits and with the authority of the pilot, cut the envelope in
to take his mooring line. The airship was behaving very badly, half, stacking the after end on the forecastle and hauling the
rising and falling and making [illegible] shears on account of forward end aft with the car.
9. The forward end of the envelope became partly filled
the deflated envelope. My first attempt failed but in a short
with water and caused a heavy strain on all lines. The car was
time I succeeded in getting his line secured to the forecastle
3. The pilot and of the crew of the SSZ51 were very riding bow up. The DOWNES was the lying in the trough of
much concerned on account of the heat waves from the smoke the sea, rolling about 10° on a side. The dory davit was not
pipes, Fearing that the airship would catch fire, and after some high enough to lift the car out of the water. The after end of the
conversation, requested that we send a boat out to pick them car could not be reached so a strap was passed around
amidships and taken to the other davit. The weight of the after
up. By 8 a.m. all the crew were safely on board.
4. I proposed towing the airship astern and informed the end broke the car in two and apparently that part of the car and
Senior Officer, HMS SNOWDROP, that I would do so. The the engine sank. It seemed doubtful whether the forward part
pilot feared that owing to a hole in the gasbag and the direction of the car could be saved, so all the instruments and fittings
and the force of the wind, this would not be possible, and and machine gun were taken on board. In the meantime a
requested that I land the car on the forecastle, and he would strong effort was made to get the remainder of the envelope on
release the gas in the balloon and the envelope could be easily board. Eventually the remainder of the forward part of the car
was landed on deck but little progress was made with the
secured.
5. The airship was tending off the port bow, the car envelope. However, the envelope had been gathered in to the
being about 40 feet away. I brought the car close to the side of side and disclosed a large mass suspended from it some 25 feet
the ship and threw some grapnels aboard, but owing to the below the water. The boat anchor was used to grapple for this
mass and when brought to the surface it was found to be the
extreme motion of the balloon, little progress was made.
6. A sudden puff of wind carried away one of the after end of the car and the engine. It was possible at this time
grapnel lines which released the airship with such a jerk that all to back the ship into the wind so as to decrease the rolling, and
securing lines carried away and the airship sailed high in the by use of mast whips the engine was landed on board without
much further damage. After this it was a not difficult to get the
air and then fell slowly into the water.
7. The pilot requested me to salve as much as I could of remainder of the envelope aboard. About 1 p.m., DOWNES
proceeded to Holyhead with the wreckage.
the wreck and save the engine if possible.
10. During the salvage operations the pilot was seasick
8. The weight of the car when filled with water doubled
the envelope in the middle, the two ends sticking up in the air. and unable to assist with his advice.
11. On arrival at Holyhead the wreckage, crew and all
I approached the wreck slowly and picked up a line training
from the car and hauled it to the surface and got a line through instruments saved were placed on a motor launch. I reported to
the car’s bull nose. The airship was then abreast of the the Captain of the HMS PATROL, and received orders to oil at
forecastle, port side, the after end of the envelope covering the Holyhead and join convoy O.L.29, Senior Officer, USS
deck, and there was no means of hoisting the car aboard at that STERETT, at 8.00 p.m., which orders were carried out. ♣
C. J. MOORE
place. I led a line from the car aft of the port side to the dory
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RE: R101 GIRDERS
(Dirigible 85, p34/5& Dirigible 86, p38)
The Camerascope images (Dirigible 86) are a delightful
find, once again kudos to you and AHT. … I have noticed one
inconsistency in the R101’s framing photos and the written
explanations which I am trying to explore. Regarding the
transverse frame girders, it is my understanding from
Richmond’s papers that the girders were triangular in cross
section, three tubes on the corners joined by ‘webbing’ sheets
which fitted into the open sides of the tubes and were riveted in
place forming the whole unit. The three rings of the transverse
frames were composed of stainless steel tubes and duralumin
webbing. The bracing girders connecting these three rings were
of the same form but both tubes and webbing were duralumin.
Two problems arise:
1. The relic brought to our attention (Dirigible 85) is
believed by the husband to be all stainless steel and he is
described as being a 14 year RAF veteran familiar with aircraft
structures; but did he deal with either duralumin, or stainless
steel? I would expect modern aluminum alloy on late model
aircraft.
2. From what I can see of the new photos, there is no
conflict with my description above; however, when one
examines the photos in Dirigible 78, p31, right-hand column, I
would say that I am looking at three tube girders for the
transverse ring members but the girders joining the three rings
together appear to have four tubes making the girders square in
cross section?!
When I look at the stereoscopic photos, the visible
girders appear to be three sided based upon a cursory
examination. I am not familiar with anyone describing four
sided girders, either in patents, in Richmond’s lectures, or in
the standard literature? I shall be doing a little more digging
regarding the relic and shall be looking into this as well. I note
that the two photos, previously cited on p31, seem to be hull
frame members in the vicinity of the passenger compartment
while the photo in the left-hand column of p31 is of ambiguous
location and all visible girders seem to be three sided.

C.P. Hall II
---ooo000ooo---

RE: R100 PLASTIC MODEL KIT
(Letters, Dirigible 86, p29)
I made this Frog kit myself but the completed model
was disposed of many years ago due to lack of space. The
moulds subsequently passed through various companies’ hands
after Frog stopped trading and they ended-up with a Russian
company who re-issued the kit, along with several others. I
have one of these – un-made ...
The main differences between the Russian version and
the original are that it’s moulded in white plastic instead of
grey (and there’s a lot more ‘flash’ on the parts) and the nose
cone (which was originally in clear plastic with grooves which
could be painted silver to represent the open girder work) and

other clear plastic parts (such as the control car and engine
cars) are now solid white mouldings – and not up to the
standard of the Frog originals.

Paul Ross
---ooo000ooo---

RE: R101’s ELEVATOR CABLE DRUM
(Dirigible 85, p34)
Concerning Bryan Lawton’s photo of “the 2:1 ratio
auxiliary control drum at the tail of the airship (frame 15).” It
occurred to me that I did not remember a previous mention of
this mechanism in the standard literature? I have gone through
several books on topic finding nothing. I shall probably start
going through Richmond’s papers to various societies and
groups as time allows. Rope’s servo mechanism, yes; auxiliary
control drum, no.
The reason I ask is that I wonder, was this ‘original
equipment’, or was it added after the servo mechanism was
removed to save weight? When it was proposed to remove the
servo, it was observed that the ship seemed to respond well to
controls (only in calm conditions thus far). The “control drum”
appears to be a mechanism of substantial bulk. Weight was
saved as servo was removed, how much was saved if this was
added later? I believe that the servo was a consumer of
electricity and its departure was a factor in saving weight in the
generator set up as well.
I believe I have found a pattern that most mechanical
details that were original equipment received mention at some
point. Changes made, problems arising and addressed, after 12
October 1929 far less so! For example, in Richmond’s final
paper presented in September 1930 he discusses the issues
associated with the R101’s outer cover - those issues apparent
in 1929 but not initial corrective measures nor problems arising
in 1930!? This is a bit too much information for now.
The questions are, does anyone know when the
“auxiliary control drum” was installed? If after the Servo was
removed, is there an explanation of why?

C.P. Hall II
Dirigible passed the question to the usual suspects and Nick
Walmsley responded:
This has all the appearance of a “Cotton End Bell”
amendment. It is known that Richmond, Colmore and Scott, all
good members of the ‘Buffs’ and fond of the odd drink, would
often continue design and modification work at “The Bell” pub
in Cotton End. Michael Rope, a tee-totaller whose Catholicism
forbade him to join a ‘secret society’ such as the RAOB, was
not included in these select meetings, and it has been suggested
that he was not even informed about them. One of the most
disastrous ideas probably cooked up at the Bell was the
‘letting-out’ of Rope’s carefully designed harnesses restraining
the gas cells which meant that the cells rubbed against the
framework and were damaged to the extent that they leaked.
The idea of the framework rotating around the cells was
compromised, and the gas breather valves no longer worked as
intended.
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Richmond’s ‘control drum’ may have been a simpler
tried-and-tested idea than the cutting-edge servo, but it had to
be substantially heavier than the servo arrangement, and far
less effective in speed of execution. My personal view is that
the lack of ‘official’ records suggests that Rope wasn’t
consulted. … As I recall it some 20 years ago all references to
the ‘informal meetings’ at the Cotton End ‘Bell’ had to be
suppressed for fear of offending living relatives of those
concerned! That there were such meetings was well known at
the time - certainly I can recall Albert Hunt mentioning them.

Nick Walmsley
C.P. Hall came back with:
I am aware of “The Bell” pub. I have heard ‘rumor’
regarding Scott’s drinking therein and I am aware of the
existence of the Ancient Order of Buffalos. I am also aware
that, in both our countries [UK and US], there is suspicion of
“secret societies” and their “nefarious objectives” - especially
of “The Masons” with their suspect goals, secret handshakes
and willingness to by-pass merit in the name of favoritism
toward fellow Masons, etc. Another shared 19th century
prejudice that extended to some degree into the 20th century
was the pattern of such groups excluding Catholics and Jews;
all of which contributes to the ‘believability’ of Nick’s yarn.
Richmond and Scott did work together on R101’s
design; more so than Scott was willing to publicly
acknowledge. They worked upon concepts patented together
until 1924. Richmond was Chief Designer and in charge of the
overall concept while Scott was officially in charge of ‘flying
and training’ but often called upon to work on technical details
which resulted in more patents in both of their names from
1924 until nearing completion. There is one patent, gas
valves(?), in the names of Rope & Scott.
In any case Richmond and Scott in the pub together
discussing problems is not totally unbelievable. Add Colmore
to provide ultimate authority to proceed with a change and the
cabal is formed. Blaming this cabal on the gasbag wiring
change adds context rather than credibility.
The test section erected in 1926, which Shute cited as
extravagance, included a gasbag inflation to see if Rope’s
wiring scheme would work as designed. It did so work as did
so many of his ideas, yet, a contracted version was initially
installed into R101 reducing the gas volume to less than
specified 5,000,000 cu ft. The restraints were lengthened,
whether or not to excess of Rope’s design I cannot say. Reinflating the gasbags before installing padding was a likely
contributor to R101B’s problems. Installation with bags
inflated is easier for the riggers.
Scott is better known for pub visits, either with fellow
flying officers, or with a paramour (according to one recent
author, quoting the Wallis clan, Mrs. Scott could keep up with
her husband’s drinking on social occasions as well).
In any case, Nick’s comments, essay or yarn, do not
answer the original questions: were both servo and control
drum part of original installation? When the servo was
removed as unnecessary and to save weight, was the control
drum left in place; or was it a replacement (substitute) for the
servo? One underlying reason for this inquiry is the matter
Nick brings up; the weight of this apparatus and curiosity as to
how good a trade-off this installation was? Was it heavier than
680 lbs. that servo removal saved? (NB - Masefield says 680
lbs; Hammack (Appendix F, P. 264) citing Colmore says 400
lbs.) The R101A fittings enjoyed a great deal of publicity and
explanation. 1930 modifications of all sorts, much less so. We
are left to search for clues and answers.
The relationship between Richmond and Scott is the
proverbial mystery wrapped in an enigma. Their joint patents
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demonstrate that they could work well together, more than
their public comments and recorded banter might otherwise
suggest. Presumably the relationship became more strained
over time. None the less, here they are, late in 1929, with R101
suffering many of the shortcomings that Scott predicted, taking
time off after work to drink, socialize, and continue the
planning of modifications. Colmore’s off-duty socializing is a
complete mystery to me but once Lord Thomson returned to
the Air Ministry and Fellowes departed, Colmore became the
final authority at Cardington though not officially DAD until
January 1930. Such meetings may well have happened with
Rope not included though I suspect that it was his choice rather
than “fellow Buffs” excluding him as a non-member.
… While I have no doubt that some ‘after hours’
discussions on professional topic took place; without further
specific evidence, how can we say that either wiring
adjustments, or the control drum installation was decided upon
at such a meeting?

C.P. Hall II
And Bryan Lawton produced further findings from his
investigations:
I attach a page from Engineering, Feb 14 1930, p189,
which shows a cross-section and a few dimensions of the
Auxiliary control unit which provided servo assistance when
raising or lowering the elevators. The servo part was removed,
to save weight, when the R101 was extended before the flight
to India.
I also include a photograph from the archive at Kew.
Evidently, from the helms shown, it was possible to steer R101
from the rear.

Bryan Lawton

---ooo000ooo---

RE: CVE OPS AND LADIES IN LTA

RE: SCOTTIE AND THE R38?

(Dirigible 86, p14 & p7)
Re: Operations with CVEs [US Navy Aircraft Carriers]:
I am unaware of any attempt to use a carrier’s centerline
elevator to lower the car so as to “bed down” the envelope
while on board a USN flattop. (At least no vets have ever told
of such, nor do any photos suggest it was attempted.) Attached
however I recently discovered this photo had been miscaptioned. “Ming” was undoubtably supposed to be “Mine”
since the homing torpedo was still classified by its cover story
name. We have reason to believe one was used successfully
against a U-boat in 18 April 1945.

(Letters, Dirigible 86, p30)
Major G.H. Scott did not fly on R38 as he was involved
in the practical application of his mooring cone design with
R33 and R36. He was also a member of the sub-committee
investigating the crash of R38: “Report on the Accident to H. M.
Airship R38, R & M 775 (A.2)” which has been overlooked.

C. P. Hall II
---ooo000ooo---

RE: R101 FLORAL TRIBUTES POSTCARDS
(Dirigible 86, p35)
John Baker describes two postcards he had purchased
showing floral tributes to the crew of R101. I have five
postcards in my collection showing the tributes, including
those collected by John. One of them bears the impressed name
E Albon, The Studio, St Neots. Although this type of postcard
does not appear regularly at postcard fairs, they are not rare.

John Procter
---ooo000ooo---

RE: BARRAGE BALLOON REUNION CLUB
PLANS MEMORIAL

One of our vets – CDR John Fahey, past NAA president
– verified at least one if not two of our CVEs had been
modified to have a helium storage facility. Doubt this could
have been used for much more than an emergency top-off.
Re: Ladies in LTA – many years ago we had a brief
correspondence with Paul Litchfield’s daughter, who told us
she was quietly taking blimp piloting lessons in her father’s
company’s advertising airships. She said she was lacking only
night flying to get the license when her father found out, and
put the brakes on that effort.
Concerning Hilda Lyon, she’s another engineer who
worked on both airships and their paternal twin, submarines.
Had she lived a decade longer she would have witnessed the
Lyon-form Albacore submarine men visiting Lakehurst. Trying
to determine how best to control the new submarine shape
underwater, they flew with Navy blimps. Author Robert
Largess in his book about the boat says they removed control
yokes of an obsolescent blimp (probably a “4k”/ZSG-4) and
made an adaptation of them to “fly” the blimp-like submarine
underwater. The medium is hundreds of times denser, but the
principle is the same.
It’s a shame
our civilization puts
so much emphasis
on one and not the
other, even to the
US Navy winding
up with a precious
handful of officers
wearing both wings
and dolphins!
(Attached,
Capt. Alfred Cope,
with whom I was
lucky enough to
correspond.)

Richard van Treuren
---ooo000ooo---

(Dirigible 86, p27)
I was most pleased to see [this item] and noted that a
local error of mine was corrected – Kyd Brook. I was also glad
to see that the scope of the project’s park space is increasing ...
It seems there is indeed, still ‘waste’ land along the western
side of Kidbrooke Park Road; so a proper park might be
achievable, instead of my suggestion of a small layby. I guess
it will take a lot of effort to persuade the Borough to convert
the land into a park … … My interest in the Kidbrooke base
started when my Barrage Balloon father told me, way back in
my teens, that he was the only one, of ten, in his hut to survive
a direct V1 bomb hit. It happened in what is now the
Kidbrooke Park Allotment; at an actual spot I have identified
from a 1950 aerial photo. … … for more information, my
original article is available on the BBRC website:
www.bbrclub.org/No.1 Balloon Centre Kidbrooke
Part 1.htm

Peter Sydenham
---ooo000ooo---

WHEN IS AN AIRSHIP NOT AN AIRSHIP?

---ooo000ooo---
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+++++++
Email – 18 December 2018
Cardington Hangar Sold
For your information:
One of the two historic airship hangars at Cardington
Airfield and surrounding land has been sold to a property
developer for £10.5m.
BBC News is reporting that Hangar 1, a Grade II-listed
building and the former home of the recent Airlander 10 airship,
has been bought by Gallagher Developments. The purchase is
revealed on Land Registry documents, but the buyer has given no
indication of what the future could hold for the building, says the
BBC. Plans to build up to 600 houses on the airfield were
submitted to Bedford Council in 2014.
www.flyer.co.uk/cardington-airship-hangar-sold-toproperty-developer

Not sure what it means for the hangar itself.
Peter Davison, AHT Curatorial Advisor
+++++++
Email – 26 December 2018
Photomontages, Dots and Dashes
The book “Airships R-100 and R-101” by Michel
Pratt is from Canada. It is an English translation of a
volume published in French a few years ago. The text is
very brief and full of errors both historical and
typographical.  I will say this for Michel, unlike most
‘authors’, who happily insert photo-shopped photos of
airships over desired landmarks that they never visited,
he recognizes most examples for what they are and
exposes them in his captions. He describes such as
“photomontages.”
Two examples are on page 97: “For a long time,
enthusiasts of the R-100 had been amazed by the
simultaneous passing of the boat under the JacquesCartier Bridge while the R-100 passed overhead but the
image was only a photomontage by Harry Sutcliffe.
Below, a less subtle montage.” The photos referenced
“below” are photo-shopped LZ-126’s moored to the
Canadian Mooring Tower; the tower appears structurally
complete, however, the elevator structure is at that
moment uncovered. I say LZ-126 rather than Los
Angeles as no American national markings are visible in
either version and, interestingly, “FAAV” and “R.100”
appear over the forward engine gondola and over the
control car respectively!? Yes, there is no ‘G’ on the tail
and no ‘G-’ before the “FAAV” and no dash between R
and 100? “A less subtle montage” indeed!
In the literature of the era, the two British ships are
always referred to as either ‘R.100’ and ‘R.101’ or ‘R 100’
and ‘R 101’. The only place that I have ever seen “R-100”
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is on the fabric sides of R.100. R.101 has neither dash
nor dot between R and 101 on its fabric. I have always
suspected there is a story about the dash on “R-100”. I
do not know what it is. I always hoped that there was
more to it than the painter erred and neither AGCo. nor
RAW would pay to correct it?
C.P. Hall II, Brookfield, IL. USA
+++++++
Email – 26 January 2019
The Air Council Members 1930
Prompted by a question from a friend concerning
composition of the Air Council in 1930, I have done some
st
research and the position at 31 March 1930 was as
follows:
Secretary of State for Air: Brigadier-General the Rt Hon
the Lord Thomson PC, CBE, DSO, psc
Under-Secretary of State for Air: F Montague Esq., MP
Chief of the Air Staff: Air Chief Marshal Sir John Salmond
KCB, CMG, CVO, DSO
Air Member for Personnel: Air Vice-Marshal T I WebbBowen CB, CMG
Air Member for Supply and Research: Air Marshal Sir
John F A Higgins KCB, KBE, DSO, AFC *
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff: Air Vice-Marshal C L N
Newall CB, CMG, AM (Additional Member) **
Secretary: Sir Walter F Nicholson KCB
* Sir John Higgins was replaced by Air Vicest
Marshal H C T Dowding CB, CMG on 1 September
1930.
st
** When the RAF was established on 1 April
1918, the Deputy Chief of the Air Staff was removed from
the Air Council. When Sir Hugh Trenchard stepped down
st
as Chief of the Air Staff on 1 January 1930, the Deputy
Chief of the Air Staff was once again appointed to the Air
Council.
A lot of this information can be found in the Flight
magazine online archive which is worth a look.
www.flightglobal.com/pdfarchive

Paul Ross, AHT Council Member
+++++++
Email – 13 February 2019
Framed Advert
Found this last week, in a junk shop at Lyme Regis
and thought you might like to see it.
John Baker, British Balloon Museum & Library

and panelling from the dismantled Cunard liner Olympic,
supplied by Thos. Ward.
Here is a photo I have not seen previously, from
the R101 crash site. Since it is in the Thos. Ward
celebration book, it suggests it was taken by their man
who went to see the wreckage, prior to purchase?

The Science Museum have a Beardmore engine
st
cut away to reveal the 1 piston. It is identical to the one
Ian lent to me. Also attached is info on the Beardmore
engines in R101.
+++++++
Email – 15 February 2019
A Piston from the R101?
Ian Wood contacted AHT and I went to see him in
Sheffield. He lent me this piston, which he claims his
Grandfather, a director of Thomas Ward scrap dealers,
gave to his father and on to him, as being from the R101.

The piston I have seems to be exactly right. The
/16" discrepancy between the bore and the piston dia. is
correct, and filled by the piston rings. Ian Wood's
validation of it having been given by this Grandfather, a
Director of TWW, to his father looks to be proven.
The more I see about the Tornado engine, the
more I doubt its suitability for airship use! I was trained
during my National Service as a motor mechanic,
working on a range of engines from the Standard
Vanguard to the Napier Sealion, from the seaplane
tenders for the Sunderland flying boats of 205/209 Sqn.
The more I look at this piston, the more I am
convinced that it was never used! That is - it was not an
'in-use' engine part from the R101 crash site. All the
minor mould lines are still there, and there are no vertical
score marks from the cylinder wall impacting on the skirt
each side. The crown shows no sign of burning.

1

3

Sizes are, 8 /16" diameter, with four piston rings
1
and one oil scraper ring. Gudgeon pin is 2 /2" dia. The
13
Little End is 3 /16" wide. Weight is 15 lbs.
Ian also lent me two company books, which list the
scope of Thomas Ward’s empire. They had scrap yards
all over UK and the world, and specialised in scrapping
ships, over 1000 they say, and Cunard Liners. Cutlers
Hall in Sheffield, has an electrolier (electric chandelier)
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It might have been a spare part carried in an
engine car, since there is a slight 'nick' in the skirt, which
'might' be accident damage? Sadly though, I feel it
cannot be said to be a part of the crashed R101.
My guess as to its history: When in 1930-31, Ian's
grandfather (a Board Director) wanted a 'keepsake', he
asked one of the scrapyard foremen to 'find him a part of
the R101'; I suggest that sadly a nice, ‘clean' one was
chosen, rather than a grotty part of the wreckage and I
can understand why, since it may have had to be suitable
to live on Grandfather's desk.
I forgot one thing: The piston rings like a bell, yet
the corrosion is like aluminium. Any idea what metal it is?
Roger Allton, Radcliffe-on-Trent, Notts.
+++++++
Email – 23 February 2019
Sir Barnes Wallis Interview
The RAeS Library (National Aerospace Library,
Farnborough) has started to digitise recordings from its
archives of interviews with famous people. The idea had
been put forward by the Society's Historical Group
Committee. Many interviews date back to the late 1960's.
One of the first was Sir Barnes Wallis, interviewed
by my Father, J L Nayler, who was Chairman of the
Historical Group Committee. Also present at Wallis's
Weybridge Office on 5 May 1969 was C.F. Andrews.
The link below will take you to the webpage where
you will find the following information:
YOU CAN LISTEN TO THIS NAMED LECTURE
BELOW, VISIT THE SOCIETY'S 'SOUNDCLOUD', OR
SUBSCRIBE FOR FREE ON ITUNES.
“Sir Barnes Wallis Hon FRAeS takes listeners through his
technical life story. Starting with his time designing airships, he
moves into talking about the Second World War when he
designed the dam-destroying Bouncing Bomb and 22,000 lb ‘tenton’ bomb. He also discusses his contribution towards the
geodetic structure of the Vickers Wellington bomber. …”
www.aerosociety.com/news/audio-the-sir-barnes-wallisinterview

Arnold W L Nayler, Gerrards Cross, Bucks
+++++++
Email – 04 March 2019
The History of Flight on BBC iPlayer
I have just stumbled across this episode from The
History of Flight series of programmes on BBC iPlayer.
First shown in 1999 Hot Air Balloons and Airships was
restored as part of BBC World Service’s archive project:
The History of Flight
Over a 100 years before the first plane took off, the first manned
balloon flight was made by Jean-François Pilâtre de Rozier and
François Laurent d'Arlandes in 1783, Paris, France.
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p03ghnv9

Philip Jones, London Region Balloon Club
+++++++
Email – 05 March 2019
Hawaii Airship Mooring Mast Discovery
An archaeological magnetometer and ground
penetrating radar survey has just found an outer "surge
block anchor," one of 24 that likely still exist below the
ground surface at former MCAS Ewa Field in Hawaii.
Ewa Mooring Mast was one of several "Lighter
Than Air" mooring stations built by the US Navy in the
1920's. The airfield became famous as one of the first
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Pearl Harbour sites attacked on December 7, 1941,
killing four Marines, and also as the training and
embarkation airfield for many of the planes and pilots that
flew in the June, 1942 Battle of Midway.
This is the first time new archaeological evidence
has been uncovered about the physical remains of the
1925 Ewa Mooring Mast. The original mooring mast in
Ewa was a replica of the one built on San Diego's North
Island, and possibly also at Camp Lewis, WA. 
 The extensive subsurface archaeological
investigations will surely reveal more evidence of the
1925 mooring mast anchors and support facilities as well
as later modifications done in 1932 for the newer Navy
airship program. Also likely to be found are expended
Japanese munitions and Navy AA (Pearl Harbour)
ordinance fired into the area during the December 7,
1941 attack. 

 Because of rapid wartime expansion, the Ewa
mooring mast was taken down in 1942. No histories or
documents exist after that point and original mooring
mast design and construction plans were apparently lost.
No schematic plans or diagrams of the original
Ewa Mooring Mast are available today - however naval
archives and museums may have the plans of the
original San Diego mooring mast, and possibly one that
was also constructed at Camp Lewis (JB Lewis-McCord)
in the 1920's. The mooring masts were later modified in
the 1930's when a new generation of Navy airships were
introduced.
Your AHT website is incredibly helpful and
answered the question about our "surge block anchors."
Obviously the US Navy followed the British mooring mast
layouts modified for their own airship operational needs.
We are requesting assistance with any still existing
schematics or diagrams in naval museums and archives
of how the original 1920's mooring masts were laid out
and constructed. It appears they all had standardized
designs and fabrication to allow naval airships to move
around the US continent and for forward deployment to
Hawaii. We are interested primarily in the 1920's designs
but also in 1930's modifications.
John Bond, Ewa Field historian
Dirigible forwarded John’s message to potentially
interested or knowledgeable correspondents and Kent
O’Grady responded 
It is gratifying to see an interest has been taken in
the Ewa mooring mast. It represents an important part of
American aeronautical history, even if no airship ever
moored there. It also stands for an incredible "might have

been". An historical novel has been written about how
history could have changed if an American rigid airship,
such as the USS Macon, or better still the projected
ZRCV rigid airship, intended to carry nine dive bombers,
had of been on patrol that fateful morning - a movie on
the topic has been suggested: http://zrsthemovie.com.
As to your research, you may have already located
a tome entitled Rigid Airship Manual 1927 printed in 1928
by the U.S. Government Printing Office in Washington,
DC. It was a training manual for the US Navy rigid airship
crews and covers a plethora of topics.
Here is a quote from Chapter IX, Operation of
Rigid Airships, p94, point 23:
"The so-called semi-portable mooring mast is designed to
be built in two heights; one of 160 feet and the other of 100 feet.
It is designated as "semi-portable" from the fact that it may be
easily disassembled, transported and erected in a short time. The
Fort Worth, San Diego, Camp Lewis, and Hawaiian masts are of
the 160-foot type. This mast consists essentially of a 16-inch
shaft of steel tubing bolted up on the field, supported on a base
in a concrete foundation and braced by three sets of guys. It is
essential that the guys be maintained at proper tension and in
good condition at all times as otherwise the safety of the mast is
endangered. At its top are the upper and lower operating
platforms and the mooring mechanism, all of which are
essentially of the same design as their corresponding parts on the
permanent mast at Lakehurst. The circle of snatch-block
anchorage is of 500-foot radius and has 24 anchorages equally
spaced at intervals of 15 degrees. Each anchorage is illuminated
by its own floodlight. A climbing trunk, gassing main, water and
fuel lines, extend to the lower operating platform. The machinery
house contains three winches, lighting panels, pumps, and other
equipment similar to that of the Lakehurst mast. Water and fuel
tanks for the ship services are also supplied."

+++++++
Email – 12 March 2019
Did Zeppelin Buy R101 Scrap Metal?
Pursuing a line of enquiry prompted by his visit to Ian
Wood in Sheffield, (see above) Roger Allton set off in
search of verification for the often quoted but thus far
unsubstantiated story that some of the scrap metal from
the R101 wreck ended up in the Hindenburg. He began
by asking the Zeppelin Museum in Friedrichshaven 
I am researching the disposal of the wreckage of
the crashed UK airship R101 at Beauvais, France on
th
October 5 1930.
The company who bought the wreckage on site
was Thos. W. Ward Ltd., of Sheffield UK.
They produced a brochure to sell scrapped parts
from the site, and I am told that the Zeppelin Company
bought a considerable quantity of Duralumin from there.
Please do you have any documentation of this
purchase, particularly the T.W. Ward Airship Demolition
Catalogue, showing what was available to be bought at
the Beauvais site?
Roger Allton, UK Airship Heritage Trust member
Barbara Waibel replied on the Museum’s behalf 
Thank you for your interesting inquiry, which was
forwarded to our archive. However, I regret to tell you
that I couldn't find any information that Zeppelin company
bought Duralumin from the wreckage of the R101.
The only hint I could find is a photograph that
shows damaged parts from the wreckage lying near by a
railway station.

The preceding three pages deal specifically with
the technical complexities of how Mooring Masts work in
general - far more complexity than I ever imagined (I
suspect standard fare if you are an engineer, although
more variables to consider, such as the pull on the mast
from not just variable directions, but also from various
angles above, etc.). Perhaps there is nothing new here,
but if nothing else it might serve as a citation if it is a
source you have not already consulted.
Kent O'Grady, Saskatoon, SK Canada
Naval Airship Association,
www.naval-airships.org

John Bond was grateful for the help:
This is really fantastic information and more than
everyone out here has known about the Ewa Mooring
mast in the past 75 years at least. Thank you very much
for sending this.
Because we were able to get the entire original
3000 x 3000 foot square Ewa Mooring Mast Field placed
on the State of Hawaii and National Park Service
National Register in 2016 there is a possibility that the
entire site could be preserved as a large historic
battlefield park because of the December 7, 1941 air
attack.
Adding in the historic features and perspective of
the original 1925 Mooring Mast would be a major plus for
a future museum and visitor attraction. 
It would be great to have some kind of re-creation
of a mooring mast viewing platform or possible balloon
ride as was done for the MCAS El Toro airfield
conversion into a regional park in California.

©Archiv der Luftschiffbau Zeppelin GmbH, Friedrichshafen.

In the description to this picture it is said, that the
parts lying there probably waiting to be transported to
Friedrichshafen. However, I have no idea from where this
information is coming. Although it seems to me very likely
that the Zeppelin company bought parts from the R101
wreckage I am very sorry to tell you, that I can't provide
any documents on this matter.
Barbara Waibel, Head of Archives
Luftschiffbau Zeppelin GmbH
www.zeppelin-museum.de

Roger circulated the photo to R101 aficionados and Paul
Ross spotted 
A minor point of interest is that the photo appears
to be reversed. The ‘ETAT’ lettering on the side of the
railway wagon is back-to-front!
Barbara Waibel was grateful for the correction and
responded to Dirigible’s suggestion that Zeppelin’s main
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interest might have been in the revolutionary new
stainless steel parts of R101’s structure:
I never have found a hint in our archive of the
Luftschiffbau Zeppelin Company in Friedrichshafen, that
they used R101 parts for the Hindenburg structure. The
Hindenburg girder looks very different from the R101
girder as you can see on the enclosed photo. But I agree
with you, that the LZ company surely would have been
interested in getting a sample of the girder from R101.

And CP Hall, an expert on R101 structure, concluded:
Regarding the wreckage: I wonder why there is so
much tubing in the upper right quadrant of the photo? Did
LZ ask for the fuel / ballast transfer system? Or is this
something else entirely?
Examining the girders, I believe I see only one
example of transverse frame girder (round holes with
triangular cutouts) and no 'main longitudinals' (no cross
tubing at right angles to the length-wise tubes which they
connect; only diagonal cross bracing is visible). The
girders present seem to be either "reefing girders" or odd
triangular girders from the passenger compartment
structure. This suggests to me that the content was
mostly duralumin and not stainless steel for what that is
worth. Considering that Luftschiffebau Zeppelin (Dr.
Eckener's comment) felt that they had improved upon the
strength of wartime duralumin including the dural used in
Los Angeles; I do wonder whether or not they would melt
this down and use it in the Hindenburg?
+++++++
Email – 22 March 2019
The Loss of SSZ51
I recently joined the AHT after going through all the
issues of your magazine held by the National Air and
Space Museum in Washington. This was part of my
research on RNAS non-rigid airship operations and
especially the loss of SSZ51 on 15 August 1918.
I received assistance on this incident from Brian
Turpin and have looked at holdings in the National
Archives (Kew), RAF Museum (Hendon), FAA Museum
(Yeovilton) and the Churchill Archive (Cambridge).
Because this airship was salvaged and its crew rescued
by a US Navy destroyer, most of what I know about this
incident comes from US sources.
Do you know of any extant sources or holdings
that might provide me with the name of the other two
crew members of this airship (Cyril W.S. Hall was the
pilot) or anything beyond Elmhirst's entry in the Angelsey
(where the airship was based) daily report from the
British side?
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Because there were no injuries to the crew, there
may not be any further British sources. But, as you kindly
put your contact information on the website, I thought it
might be worthwhile to ask if there are possible sources
for this information I have overlooked. Any input would be
gratefully appreciated.
David Isby, Alexandria VA. USA
Dirigible forwarded the request to Gary Ball of History
Matters who is masterminding the reconstruction of an
SSZ gondola and has studied RNAS operations on
Anglesey 
My primary sources for the Zeros operating from
Anglesey come from the flight logs kindly supplied by
Brian Turpin so I have no further details.  I do have this
image, however (from G Owen Album).
Gary Ball, Coordinator Project Zero
www.projectzerohistorymatters.blogspot.co.uk

[See article on page 24]
+++++++
Email – 25 March 2019
Airship (not) Over Cowes
The attached photos have been scanned from
negatives and inverted so they appear as black and
white pics. The wallet they were in, says they were taken
in Cowes, Isle of Wight at the 1923 Schneider Cup Race.
That is all the info I have. Any idea what airship it is?
Rowland Benbrook

Dirigible replied to Rowland that his pictures 
 were a bit of a puzzle and that perhaps there is
something wrong with either the date or the place or
both? Clearly this is a rigid airship and not a blimp so we
can discount all the 200+ RNAS blimps of the First War.
The airship looks like the Graf Zeppelin, the shape
is right, the fins are right, the engine layout is right and
the passenger car on the chin is right. The only problem
is the date!! Graf Zepp was not flying in 1923. BUT she
was flying in 1929 and in 1931 when the Schneider
Trophy Race was held in the UK at Calshot Spit
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schneider_Trophy).
Are you sure of the date and place?
Rowland’s answer was 
I also have another negative which shows two
airships together but when I scan it they do not appear in
the picture. I had the negative professionally scanned,
and the attached image I received back clearly shows
both airships. The negative was in an envelope marked
‘Cowes Schneider Trophy 1923’ but then it might have
been put in the wrong envelope.

Dirigible was then able to confirm that 
 as suspected, the airship in the first two pictures
is the Graf Zeppelin and the third picture fixes the
occasion as that ship’s famous visit to Cardington on the
th
26 of April 1930. The nearer airship in the picture of two
is unmistakably R100 moored on the Cardington Mast
but interestingly, it is taken from a new angle and the
light is better than in pictures of the occasion on the
Trust’s webpage entitled Flight to Cardington and return.
www.airshipsonline.com/airships/LZ127_Graf_Zeppelin/LZ
127_England Flight Log.htm

+++++++
Email – 30 March 2019
R34 in Renfrew
I visited Clyde View Park in Renfrew today and
was so delighted to see this sculpture commemorating
the R34.

It is one of eight similar pillars telling the industrial
history of the area. I had actually gone there because
one of the other pillars commemorates Scottish aviator
and aviation engineer, Winnie Drinkwater. The park is
just to the west of the big Braehead retail complex
southwest of Glasgow. It must have cost a lot and I am
surprised and impressed that the local authority thought
to include Drinkwater!
Nina Baker, Glasgow
+++++++
Email – 05 April 2019
Gunner’s Gold Medal and Fob Watch
I have been given your contact details by Brian
Hussey (who sends his regards) who has very kindly
been assisting me in obtaining a small (but growing!)
collection of information and articles about the L15
Zeppelin over the past few years.
My grandfather (Frederick Julien) was one of the
gunners who shot down the L15 and we have his
Wakefield medal and gold inscribed fob watch which
were awarded for the event.
I recently contacted Brian again as I had been
giving to some thought as to the medal and watch and
what would happen when my mother eventually passes
them along to my brother and I.
It seems a shame for them to be held in secure
storage all the time and I was considering possibly
lending them to a UK Zeppelin museum for display if
there is one that would be interested?
Susan Brown (Mrs)
Dirigible shared this message with the cognoscenti 
As I’m sure you are aware now, although L15 had
survived an attack by a British aircraft, it was anti-aircraft
gunfire from guns along the Thames estuary that caused
the critical damage. Losing significant amounts of
hydrogen she could no longer stay in the air and came
down about 15 miles off the coast of Margate.
The Mayor of London, Sir Charles Wakefield had
offered a prize of £500 (worth about £50,000 today) to
the first man to bring down a Zeppelin over the British
Isles. A number of gun crews claimed they were the ones
to hit L15 but the authorities officially awarded the honour
to the gun at Purfleet. In the end Wakefield decided to
use the money to create special 9-carat gold medallions,
which he awarded to all the gun and searchlight teams
along the Thames estuary that took part. In total 353
medallions were issued but sadly an official list of
recipients does not appear to have survived.
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About three years ago I was in contact with a
volunteer at the small Purfleet Heritage and Military
Centre who was interested in the Wakefield Medal and
was trying to compile a list of all known recipients. Sadly
he died unexpectedly before he was able to progress his
project to the end. Because of its location I am sure the
museum would be very interested. I have not actually
been to visit them yet – it is on my list – and they may
already have one/some, but it is probably the most
relevant museum.
If you do decide to donate to a museum I would
strongly recommend that you get a reassurance it will go
on display. So many museums take these donations, file
them away and they never see the light of day again.
Ian Castle

Retired Wadworth worker Mr Townsend, 71, said his
father never spoke about his war exploits and he only found out
the extent of what he had done when his sisters asked him to
look after suitcases of photographs two years ago. He became
fascinated by his exploits and managed to make contact with
airship experts and the story unfolded. … … …
The Wiltshire Gazette and Herald

www.IanCastleZeppelin.co.uk

R G Van Treuren, Editor of The Noon Balloon

+++++++
Email – 06 April 2019
Coxswain of Coastal C26 remembered
I hope to go to Groningen in The Netherlands
sometime this summer to end my search of my fathers
involvement in WW1 and to see the only monument on
the site of the "Englishe Kamp" and although there is a
car park there now I will feel that I have completed my
journey and I could not have started this without your
help so I cannot thank you enough
 It was in November 2016 my journey started
when I came across photos of an airship crash site and I
could never have imagined I could get this far (my father
never mentioned his story to either me or my elder
siblings) and have had a lot of help by people I have
never met but have I enjoyed every moment
Richard Townsend
Dirigible was alerted to a local newspaper that had
picked up Richard’s story 

Son's Research Leads To Honour For War
Hero Father In Devizes
Coxswain of the Coastal C26 airship remembered

Research by retired brewery worker Richard Townsend has led to his father’s picture
playing a central role in First World War centenary celebrations in Devizes

Devizes Outdoor Celebratory Arts asked people to put
forward photographs of relatives who served in the Great War so
it could become a centre piece for a spectacular installation in St
John’s Church known as Local Hero.
Mr Townsend’s picture of his father Arthur, who worked
in a dangerous role on airships, was chosen and it has been recreated in coloured sand by Rangoli artist Milan Arvindkumar at
the front of the church. During the Remembrance service on
Sunday the sand will be dispersed.
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Email – 28 April 2019
Dixmude on Video
I put together a short video about Dixmude and
posted it to the movie channel. Comments welcome.
www.youtube.com/channel/UC6MNhC39TnIHf9LTpTURBF
w/videos

+++++++
Email – 01 May 2019
The Centennial of the Airship and the Flying Boat
The Centennial of R34’s famed flight (July 1919)
coincides with dual anniversaries for the Village of
Garden City. The Centennial of our Incorporation as a
separate Village and the Sesquicentennial of our
founding by Alexander Turney Stewart.
There was another notable Garden City related
aviation event in 1919. This was flight of [The Curtiss
Flying Boat] NC4 (May 1919). We are going to
incorporate memorabilia and vintage photos of NC4 into
the commemoration displays and events for the Village.
We were wondering and hopeful that a member of
your organization may have some digital photos or such
that can allow us to include R34’s history. Our Village
archival photos have some of R34 arrival at Roosevelt
Field - Garden City. However we have nothing on R34
from Great Britain.
In addition, if any descendants of R34’s crew are
known to your Society and care to be involved in some
way. A descendant of NC4‘s crew has provided us with
some memorabilia on loan, some anecdotal stories, and
a personal message. These will add a nice touch to the
otherwise sterile photo arrays.
The New York Times had a terrific front page
article and night time photo of R34 searchlight departure.
But again, we lack any corresponding UK news article.
Note: The Wiki article lists Mineola as the landing
site. Mineola is next town over (contiguous) and the
County Seat. However Roosevelt Field (now a shopping
center) was and is Garden City. Press photographers
based out of the County often fostered this error.
A bronze plaque was placed at Roosevelt Field
indicating where R34 touched down. It is now located at
the Cradle of Aviation Museum in adjacent Mitchel Field
(1917 - 1960) a former major military aviation.
I understand a similar plaque resides at R34 ‘s
take off point. Have not been able to locate a photo of it.
Another note, NC4 was designed and built in
Garden City. Curtiss Aircraft established its large R&D
facility here. Plant exists still, now a FEDEX and other
organizations facility. Original Curtiss smokestack and
Company logo on Entrance. NC4 still exists too, in the
US Naval Aviation Museum Pensacola Florida
Cyril Smith, Garden City NY USA
+++++++

Against a backdrop of threatening rain the
proceedings began with a welcoming speech from
Sqaudron Leader Emrys Rogers, the Deputy Station
Commander from nearby RAF Henlow, which has strong
historic links with RAF Cardington.

AHT NEWS

RAF MEMORIAL PLAQUE
UNVEILED AT CARDINGTON
th

Saturday 18 May saw the unveiling of a memorial
stone to RAF Cardington, which operated from 1936 to
2000. The Station was a direct legacy of the airship
programme occupying the former Royal Airship Works
site built at Cardington in 1915 by the Short Brothers.
The Gas Plant that provided gas for the airships and the
on-going balloon research continued at Cardington from
1936 under the umbrella of the new RAF Station.
The memorial was designed and sponsored by
Bellway Homes who are the major developers of the
former Station site, which is now a housing development.
Responding to a request to provide a lasting memorial to
the RAF Station, Bellway agreed without hesitation to
support the initiative and we are very grateful to them.


Sqn Leader Emrys Rogers opened the ceremony
This was followed by an interesting talk on the
history of the Station given by Stuart Hadaway from the
Air Historical Branch (RAF).


Permission was obtained from the MOD for the RAF
emblem to be used on the memorial
The event started with a ‘meet and greet’ inside
the Shorts Building (known as ‘Station HQ’ in the RAF
years). Stands from Beds and Luton Archives, The
Shuttleworth Collection, The Barrage Balloon Reunion
Club, The Airship Heritage Trust, Bedford RAFA and my
own had been set up for viewing. This was a lovely
opportunity for guests to make new contacts.
Those invited included representatives from RAF
Henlow; 134 (Bedford) Squadron Air Cadets; The Royal
British Legion; the Deputy Lieutenant of Bedfordshire,
Susan Lousada, on behalf of HM Lord Lieutenant of
Bedfordshire, Helen Nellis; the Mayor of Bedford, Dave
Hodgson; Jacek
Bernasinski from the Polish ExCombatants Association representing the Polish Balloon
Unit who served at the camp during WW2 and Barry
Tomlinson from Bedford Aeronautical Heritage Group.
The unveiling of the memorial was to be performed
by Mr Michael Lousada, son of Group Captain Lousada,
CO of the Station from 1956-1959. In July 1959 Grp
Capt. Lousada received Freedom of Entry to the Borough
of Bedford on behalf of the Station from the Mayor of
Bedford, so it was appropriate that almost 60 years later
members of his family should once again be present at
the RAF Station commemoration ceremony.


Stuart Hadaway addresses the invited guests
At this point it began to rain but Michael Lousada
stepped forward and bravely carried on to recall a few
stories about his father’s time at the Station. To my great
surprise, Mr Lousada then asked if I would unveil the
memorial stone with him (which was a huge honour!) so
together we both removed the Union Jack flag covering
the stone. Flowers were then presented to Michael and
Susan Lousada by two Air Cadets. The memorial was
then formerly blessed by Rev Dawn Colley, (Sqn. Ldr.)
Station Chaplain at Henlow.
All the guests (by now thoroughly rain soaked)
then sought shelter back in the Shorts HQ Building and
later enjoyed refreshments at the nearby Air Cadets HQ.
Despite the rain this was a wonderful morning which has
put RAF Cardington firmly back on the map.

Jane Harvey
---ooo000ooo--35

MUSEUM NEWS

R34 CENTENARY
CELEBRATIONS
At Pulham St Mary, Norfolk
13th and 14th July 2019
On 13 July 1919, just one month after Alcock and
Brown had secured international fame for their flight
between Newfoundland and Ireland, the R34 airship
completed the first two-way Atlantic flight, landing at
Pulham Air Station in Norfolk.
The giant airship, with a crew of 30, (plus a
stowaway, William Ballantyne, a cat named Whopsie and
two carrier pigeons) had made the journey from East
Fortune near Edinburgh to Mineola, on Long Island, New
York. The flight took 108 hours and 12 minutes. On
arrival Major Jack Pritchard parachuted to the ground, to
organise the landing parties, becoming the first person
ever to arrive by air in the United States.
During their three day stay in the USA, the crew
were feted by the great and the good in New York, even
meeting President Woodrow Wilson. In preparation for
their return journey, the crew were showered with gifts,
including cocktails in Thermos flasks!
On 10 July the R34 took off once more – minus the
stowaway and one of the pigeons (which had escaped).
Much to the surprise of Brigadier-General Maitland, the
senior officer on board, when the ship reached England,
the Air Ministry directed them to divert and land at
Pulham St Mary in Norfolk, rather than back at their
starting point in Scotland, East Fortune, where their
families and loved ones awaited them. Requests to revert
to the original plan were rejected.

The R34 at Pulham in July 1919 with Mark V tank
The village sign will be unveiled after a full
refurbishment, and a vintage village fete will offer
something for everyone, with games, music, food,
licensed bar and more. Feel free to dress up in post-WWI
or 20s outfits!
We’re also delighted to be welcoming Major
Pritchard’s granddaughter Wendy to our event, when
she’ll talk about her grandfather’s experiences on board.
On the Sunday, the exhibition will continue,
supplemented by a series of expert talks on airships,
including a reflection on the fate of the NSII airship and
her crew, which took off from Pulham, two days after the
R34’s return, to regain her endurance record. Sadly, NSII
was lost later that day, in a storm off the Norfolk coast.
Running up to the weekend, we also aim to unveil
on social media a link up with both East Fortune and
Mineola. It’s a challenging idea, and little Pulham is
working hard to ensure she contributes fully. Keep an
eye open to find out more about this and details of our
speakers’ programme.
The events run from 10am – 5pm both days and
are free to enter. Come along and celebrate a day when
the world’s eyes were focused on Pulham!

Sheila Moss King
The Pennoyer Centre Director,
Pulham St Mary, IP21 4QT
01379 676660 : (admin@pennoyers.org.uk)
@PennoyerCentre
facebook.com/pennoyercentre


The R34 landing at Pulham 13 July 1919
No definitive reason has ever been established for
the diversion, but that single instruction gave the tiny
village of Pulham St Mary her place in international
aviation history!
The Pennoyer Centre (https://pennoyers.org.uk)
in Pulham St Mary is holding a weekend of activities on
13 and 14 July, to celebrate 100 years since the airship
touched down on Norfolk soil.
There will be a new exhibition all about the R34,
including recordings from Maitland’s log of the flight. On
the Saturday, the Norfolk Tank Museum’s replica Mark IV
tank Deborah II will be visiting – her ‘ancestor’ towed
airships around the air station in WWI.
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The Pennoyer Centre and Pulham village sign
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BOOK NEWS AND REVIEWS

NEW BOOKS

REAR ADMIRAL
HERBERT V. WILEY:
A Career in Airships and
Battleships
By M. Ernest Marshall
Hardcover: 352 pages
Publisher: Naval Institute Press
www.usni.org
Published: 15 Sept. 2019
Series: History of Military Aviation
ISBN-10: 1682473171
ISBN-13: 978-1682473177

on all four of these airships and the
history of these vessels is covered
through the career of Wiley. Three of
the airships ended in disaster and
Wiley survived the crash of two of
them. The book explores in detail the
events leading to the crash of each
airship through examination of the
records of the Navy's Courts of
Inquiry that investigated the cause of
each crash. The book also tracks
issues surrounding the use of nonflammable helium as a lifting gas
instead of highly explosive hydrogen
used by the Germans. The U.S. had
a monopoly on the supply of helium.
While Germany sought to purchase
helium from the U.S. the government
board governing the sale of helium
blocked is availability to Germany on
the basis it might be used for wartime
purposes. Dr. Hugo Eckener had run
the
Zeppelin
works
in
Friedrichshaven since the end of
WWI and he had a vision for LTA
flight that was peaceful including
international transoceanic passenger
and freight services. The outbreak of
WW II ended the zeppeling industry
and dashed all of Eckener's dreams.
Following the crash of the Macon
Wiley returned to the surface fleet
eventually becoming Commander of
Destroyer Squadron 29 in the Asiatic
Fleet shortly before the bombing of
Pearl Harbor.

Published: 13 Sept. 2018
ISBN-10: 0712352619
ISBN-13: 978-0712352611

PRESS RELEASE
The possibilities of flight have
long fascinated us. Each innovation
captivated a broad public, from those
who gathered to witness winged
medieval visionaries jumping from
towers, to those who tuned in to
watch
the
moon
landings.
Throughout history, the visibility of
airborne objects from the ground has
made for a spectacle of flight, with
sizeable
crowds
gathering
for
eighteenth-century balloon launches
and early twentieth-century air
shows. Taking to the Air tells the
history of flight through the eye of the
spectator, and later, the passenger.
Focusing on moments of great
cultural impact, this book is a visual
celebration of the wonder of flight,
based on the large and diverse
collection of print imagery held by the
British Library. It is a study of how
flight has been thought and pictured.

+++++++

+++++++

PRESS RELEASE
This book is simultaneously a
biography of Admiral Herbert Victor
Wiley and a history of the U.S.
Navy's lighter-than-air program. As
tensions rose between Japan and the
U.S. over control of East Asia and the
Pacific Ocean the prospects of war
between the two nations increased.
The Navy tracked the Germans' use
of zeppelins during the First World
War and saw in them an aircraft with
the potential to conduct long-range
reconnaissance over the oceans something that could not be achieved
by airplanes or surface ships. While
rapid progress was being made in
manned flight it was still young
enough that the future of LTA vs.
HTA flight was unknown. At the time
however airships had a much greater
range than airplanes making them
suitable for reconnaissance. In its
history the Navy had four great
airships - the U.S.S. Shenandoah the
U.S.S. Los Angeles the U.S.S. Akron
and the U.S.S. Macon. Wiley served

UP SHE GOES! And
The Breighton Twins
By Joan Vass
Paperback
Publisher: Paul Mould Publishing
Date: 1 Aug. 2007
ISBN-10: 1586900579
ISBN-13: 978-1586900571

TAKING TO THE AIR:
An Illustrated History of
Flight
By Lily Ford
Hardcover: 224 pages
Publisher: British Library Publishing

PRESS RELEASE
Up She Goes!
January 1942: at a London
RAF recruiting office, three girls from
diverse backgrounds meet. Edie: a
quick-witted Cockney in her early
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twenties, stunningly attractive with an
obsession for the opposite sex.
Phyllis: a tall plain reserved girl in her
late twenties, an intense narrowminded bigot who, in her spare time,
teaches at the local Sunday school.
Lastly, bringing up the rear, is
Basher; a rather well endowed
seventeen year old, bursting to break
free from the strict upbringing of a
Salvation Army background. All three
become firm friends as together they
train as Balloon Operators.
The Breighton Twins
When the events of the
Second World War change to the
offensive, Basher has to master
Teleprinting and is finally sent to
Breighton 78 Squadron belonging to
Bomber
Command
4
group,
stationed near York, England. Within
days of being introduced to her new
job in signals she meets up with a
telephonist who comes from the
same part of London, and whose
personality and looks are alike. The
many intricacies of life beset the two
friends who are named by many as
the Breighton Twins.

REVIEW
I bought this book at the recent
British Balloon and Airship Club AGM
thinking that it was non-fiction. In fact
it is billed by the author as “Fiction
(based on real life experience)”.
However, comparing the events with
the author’s biography it does appear
to be based closely on her real life.
Being about barrage balloons
and women in war, the book tells
stories that are not well covered
elsewhere in popular history so is
most welcome.
I did enjoy the stories, not just
for their technical content about
barrage balloons but as with most
books about a bygone era, the
insights into the socio-political
context of the time i.e. the class,
family and gender politics of England
a life-time ago. For all of those things
I would recommend the book.
Just
one
large
caveat,
although the book is quite readable, it
is
linguistically
very
poor
in
construction, grammar and even
spelling.
The
author’s
biography
mentions her dyslexia and I guess
the price of getting published at all is
to go to a very small publisher that
does not have editorial resources but
prints the file that is provided.
However, do not let that stop
you buying this book. There is more
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about the author, who died in 2005,
at these two links:
www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2people
swar/user/71/u230371.shtml
www.jvass-author.co.uk/index.htm

Andrew Barber
+++++++

FOREIGN
LANGUAGE

its forced demolition in 1921 and the
transfer of knowledge to its
construction in the USA with
adaptations in Ohio, California and
North Carolina, which still exist today,
is the streamlined airship hangar type
known as such and standard in the
construction of large airships.
The creator of this new design
has been completely forgotten: Civil
engineer Ernst Meier in Berlin. For
the first time, his groundbreaking
work will be extensively honoured
here.
The research work was
sponsored by The Friedrichshafen,
Zeppelin Foundation and received
the Kurt-Beyer-Award 2018.
http://rolandfuhrmann.de/others/20
19-buchankuendigung

+++++++

FICTION REVIEWS
DRESDENS TOR ZUM
HIMMEL: Die Erst
Aerodynamisch Geformte
Luftschiffhalle Und Ihr
Einfluss Auf Die
Baugeschichte
[DRESDEN’S GATEWAY TO
THE SKIES: The World’s
First Streamlined Airship
Hangar And Its Influence On
Architectural History]
By Roland Fuhrmann
536 pages with 770 illustrations,
Publisher: Thelem Verlag, University
Press Dresden, www.thelem.de
Published: 2019
ISBN 978-3-95908-482-6
Retail price 79,80 €

PRESS RELEASE
The largest volume of columnfree space in the city of Dresden has
disappeared from the consciousness
of building history – unjustly. This
book reconstructs the history of
Dresden’s airship hangar from 1913
in a meticulous and gripping way,
illustrated
with
previously
unpublished
pictorial
material.
Starting from this pioneer building, a
panorama
of
airship
hangar
th
construction unfolds in the 20
century, accompanied by the growing
knowledge of aerodynamics.
The Dresden “cocoon for
airships“ interacts with Zeppelin
aviation as well as with the cultural
and architectural history on the
threshold to modernity ... Only after

AFTER THE DAYS OF
INFAMY
By A. G. Kimbrough

REVIEW
This book is a fictional,
alternative history of the Second
World War. Although Mr. Kimbrough
is not the first to speculate regarding
the question, “What if rigid airship
development had continued through
the 1930s until September 1, 1939?”;
he does bring a unique twist of his
own to the genre. The Kimbrough
innovation is the discovery of helium
at the northern Japanese island of
Hokkaido in 1932.
The Japanese immediately
recognize that, since the Americans
refuse to sell helium in quantity to
anyone, the obvious customer for
Japanese helium is Germany.
Contacts are made and it is

immediately recognized and agreed
that it is in both party’s interest to
keep the source of this helium a
secret.
What begins as a straight
forward sales agreement quickly
expands into an exchange of
technologies. The Japanese, quite
believably, are studying German
airship
design
methods
and,
somewhat less believably, license the
rights to assemble Stuka dive
bombers in Japan.
Based upon the availability of
helium, the Wehrmacht begins to
develop Hindenburg-sized Zeppelins
in anticipation of the need to locate
convoys and direct U-boats to them if
Germany goes to war with Great
Britain. Japan in the 1930s,
analogous to Britain in the 20s,
undertakes a new engineering path
towards airship development creating
a foursome of giant airship aircraft
carriers (ASCs 1 - 4) each capable of
carrying 30 fighters, 30 torpedo
bombers and 30 Stuka dive bombers.
Although Kimbrough never writes the
words, these four airships are the
Kido Butai that, in this alternate
history, attack Pearl Harbor ion 7
Dec. 41.
The text of this tale swings,
back-and-forth, between following the
lives of a select group of Americans,
Japanese, and Germans, and a
chronological calendar of wartime
events; most are ‘real’ but some are
modified to carry the story line. The
individuals are believable characters
for the most part, an interesting mix
drawn together by the war. The
author seems to attempt to give them
more depth of character by adding
‘some adult content,’ which he feels
adds realism to a story of wartime
experience. Typically this is offered
as group revelation rather than
graphic couple’s interaction so the
reader hoping for an “R” rating will be
disappointed. It is handled believably,
except, there is never that one
‘moralist’ who is outraged and reports
‘this cabal of sinners’ to J. Edgar
Hoover’s FBI?! On occasion I found
the calendar of event portions to be a
bit too long, however, it is an
interesting literary tool.
From a technical perspective,
there are no drawings of ASC1
except a cover illustration and a
remarkably similar drawing of the first
new American airship - since the
Macon did crash in ’35 - at the end of
the text.
If this book is a success, web

sites may spring up of readers
debating both what he says an ASC
can do and what WW2 naval vessels
can do as well? Were airship names
well chosen? Given his alternate
history: why were Repulse and P of
W at Singapore in December, 1941?
The book is paperback, just
over 200 pages with two sequels
promised to follow. The airships are
improbable; the history may be
technically challenged but is not
implausible, while the characters are
fanciful but never dull. It is a beach
vacation book that you can read,
noting the points that you might
challenge, but nonetheless an
escapist read with helium content for
$15 (US) from Amazon.

C. P. Hall II
+++++++

NON-FICTION
REVIEWS

breaking
voyage
would
be
incorporated. I was very surpised as
there were a coulple
of things
included, which had been researched
and inlcuded. For those interesed in
LTA travel, there is a combined
chapter on the LZ12-6 Los Angles,
the LZ-127 Graf Zeppelin and and
LZ-129 Hindenburg voyages. Again,
there were some excepts from
“Flight” magazine comparing the first
trans-atlantic voyage of the Graf
Zeppelin some 10 years later, which
made interesting reading. Often
these voyages are segmented in
different books, and so it’s good to
get a comparison in one place from
first hand research.
The book is well laid out, with
each “pioneering” trip having it’s own
chapter, and including a summary of
the flight and aircraft technical
information at the end of each
chapter, which is useful. It gives a
good balanced view of each aircraft,
and covers aircraft to the present
day. For those intested in all forms of
travel, not just lighter-than-air, it’s a
good reference book addition to your
bookshelves.

Alastair Lawson
+++++++
A Comprehensive Analysis
of Sky Sailors: The Story of
the World’s Airshipmen

THE TRANS-ATLANTIC
PIONEERS: From First
Flights to Supersonic
Jets - The Battle to
Cross the Atlantic
By Bruce Hales-Dutton
Hardback : Pages: 229
ISBN: 9781526732170
Published: 13th February 2019
Publisher: Pen and Sword Books, 47
Church Street, Barnsley, S70 2AS.
RRP UK £25.00

REVIEW
Having known some of the
earlier stories of Trans-Atlantic travel,
I was interested to see how the the
role of the H.M.A R34’s record

Author: Mowthorpe, Ces
Publisher: Sutton Publishing, Stroud,
England (1999).
ISBN 0-7509-2218-4.
Hardcover. 6 x 9½". 174 + xviii pp.
Cost (in 1999): £20.00.
Ces Mowthorpe was the well-
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known author of the ground-breaking
book Battlebags, the first book to
present a systematic listing of every
British Naval airship built during
WWI. With Sky Sailors, his intention
was to move beyond the history of
mere machines and tell a deeper
story about the men who flew them.
He focused on British crews, but
included French, German, Italian and
American.
The
book
is
roughly
chronological,
commencing
with
pioneers Santos-Dumont, Willows,
the Lebaudy Brothers and Count
Zeppelin. The next few chapters
emphasize
British
experiences
starting in 1914 and covering the
RNAS in WWI before moving on to
rigid airships. From here attention
turns to German airship operations of
WWI and later commercial activities
of the inter-war years. Italian polar
expeditions are recounted before
shifting across the Atlantic to
American efforts.
Here Mowthorpe summarises
US Navy work from the DN-1 in 1917
through to the decommissioning of
naval airships in 1962. One chapter
is devoted to small civilian airship
operations.
There
are
three
Appendices which deal with airship
sheds, mooring-out sites, and
supplementary information about the
Graf Zeppelin.
It is apparent the author bit off
more than he could chew with so
much ground to cover in only 174
pages. This is not an uncommon
occurrence in airship literature, as
many have tried to provide overall
historical surveys of the airship with
varying degrees of detail and
success. The vast scale of such an
undertaking invariably sets up the
readers, researchers and the author
for disappointment. Nevertheless,
Mowthorpe put much effort into this
contribution and I believe several in
the airship historical community
expressed their appreciation to him
before his passing. As with any
critical analysis, an attempt will be
made to offset the attention to errors
with positive aspects.
The author is strong on British
airship history, but the further he
strays from this subject, the more
cursory the coverage becomes. His
style of writing suggests there was
more he wished to say but could not
(perhaps due to publisher page
limitations). For example, on page
118 he states: “It is not the task of
this book to enumerate the horrific
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trials of Nobile and his crew over the
next twenty-five days (on the ice
pack).” Yet if this book purports to be
about
airshipmen
and
their
experiences, some coverage of their
time upon the Arctic ice would seem
reasonable.
On page 76 he states “This is
not a war book” and on page 88,
“This book is not about war.” These
are curious statements given that the
vast majority of airships were built
with the purpose of warfare in mind,
for
offensive
and
defensive
applications. Most of the crew who
flew airships, even the commercially
intended
R-100,
R-101,
Graf
Zeppelin and Hindenburg, were
extracted from various navies, air
forces and armies. Being advised
periodically what the book is not,
especially at times when a greater
depth of discussion is desirable,
leaves one to wonder if there was
originally more written. Perhaps
portions of history were left out to
meet
publisher
page
count
limitations.
In spite of such “once over
lightly” exposure to the subject, we
are treated to some gems. For
example, nowhere else have I read of
a British proposal to equip rigid
airship power cars with wings. If the
airship took fire, the plan called for
the engineers to detach and fly their
respective engine cars to the nearest
airfields. Experiments involving HMA
No.23 and R-33 with dropping and
hooking-on aeroplanes, are covered
in substantial detail. Treatment of the
Wingfoot Express accident over
Chicago is detailed more thoroughly
than in most airship histories [see
article elsewhere in this issue].
On page 146 Mowthorpe pays
tribute to the American contribution,
stating: “History shows clearly that
American airshipmen of all ranks
became the most advanced and
experienced airshipmen of all time
bringing the latest technology and
equipment into use.” We also read of
the Americans under Lt. Maxfield
protecting a convoy with the French
airship AT-13 during WWI. Despite a
German submarine surfacing and
firing at the airship, Maxfield ordered
an attack and succeeded in dropping
bombs around the U-boat as it
submerged. Although the results
were inconclusive, Maxfield at least
drove
the
threat
away
and
successfully protected the convoy.
Photographs are generally well
chosen and of good quality. Many of

them have never been widely
circulated before; some have never
been seen in print previously.
The
British
selection
is
delectable, and the American and
German
airships
have
good
photographic representation as well.
However, the sizable number of
photos showing British non-rigids
impaled upon houses, collapsing in
the ocean, on fire, or otherwise
damaged or destroyed does tend to
undermine the author’s contention
(p57) that “airships are really quite
resilient.”
With
apparent
space
limitations, the lack of details about
airships in some areas is frustrating
given reference to other extraneous
matters. For example: Willows’ free
balloon flights; the bombardment of
Constantinople by Handley Page
aircraft; and the inventor of the jet
engine have little relevance to airship
history. Given that the emphasis is
intended to be on airship-men, details
of ZPG-2 flying wind tunnel
experiments seem an example of
straying from purpose.
Coverage of Britain’s little AD1 advertising airship of 1929 is
interesting, where we find mention of
Captain Meager. Yet I find it
astonishing that Meager is not
mentioned in the context of R-100 or
R-101, where his role was far more
significant.
Still, there are examples of
crewmen’s experiences, especially in
British anti-submarine patrols. A
dangerous in-flight replacement of P4’s
propellers over the English
Channel by crewmen Cook and
Shaw is a good example. The effect
on pilots of adverse conditions in
windy winter weather is described,
but we are not given any great detail
about individual airship pilots or crew
members and certainly nothing about
their personal lives. The notable
exceptions are the already wellknown: Hugo Eckener, Ernest
Willows, Barnes Wallis, and Ludwig
Dürr, the latter two being airship
designers, not pilots.
The frequency of errors in Sky
Sailors is disconcerting and serious
mistakes seem to arise from
incomplete research, although the
author lists several primary source
documents at the Public Records
Office (now the National Archives).
Given that the book has
enjoyed a wide circulation among
airship
aficionados,
it
seems
important to break from the standard

structure of a book review and to
specify these errors not least
because a number of these
inaccuracies have been adopted by
subsequent authors. Thus, in the
interest of helping to prevent further
propagation, they are detailed as
follows:
P.48: “she [R-34] was safely
moored only when Major
Pritchard, OBE had parachuted
down to take charge of the
American mooring crew.” This
misleading statement implies the
ground crew lacked competency.
The reason Pritchard parachuted
down was because Major Fuller,
RAF had not returned from
Boston, where for a time it
appeared R-34 would have to
land. The presence of someone
from Britain directing the
Americans had been pre-planned.
Most of the ground crew had nonrigid handling experience but had
not handled a rigid before
although advance training was
provided. So Pritchard did not
parachute down to save the day.
P.61: R-100 was not scrapped within
a few months of the R-101
disaster. She was dismantled
more than a year later starting
Dec. 2, 1931. Britain did not
cancel rigid airship development
immediately after the R-101
disaster. Lengthening of R-100
and construction of R-102 was to
proceed, but by late 1931 it was
decided to terminate the airship
program for economic reasons.
P.63: R-100 never approached the
American Coast on her TransAtlantic flights, always flying over
Canadian or (then independent)
Newfoundland territory. On her
local Canadian flight, she
approached New York state at
Niagara Falls and along the
Thousand Islands of the St.
Lawrence River.
P.63: R-100 did not meet all of her
contract expectations. With a
disposable lift of 51 tons, she was
9 tons short of meeting the
contract.
P.71: The Zeppelin Company did not
build and fly 130 rigid airships.
The author contradicts himself on
page 105 stating the number as
118. The latter is almost correct.
Robinson’s listing in Giants in the
Sky shows 119 rigids built and
flown by the Zeppelin Company.
P.71: The designer of the LZ-1 was
Herr Kober, not Kübler. The

author has confused technical
director Kübler with designer
Kober. It was indeed Kübler who
refused to fly in LZ-1 because
Count Zeppelin was unable to
arrange insurance coverage. The
Count relieved Kübler of his
position. Ludwig Dürr was happy
to fly in Kübler’s place and went
on to design all subsequent
Zeppelins.
P.98: Lakehurst is in New Jersey, not
New York state.
P.99: The Los Angeles was not
scrapped immediately after
decommissioning in 1932 but was
used for mooring trials and
dismantled in December 1939.
The author states the correct year
later in the text.
P.100: It is implied the passenger
accommodation of LZ-129 and
LZ-130 was identical, but the
layout was quite different. The LZ130 dining room from port to
starboard was not parallel to the
promenade as in LZ-129.
P.100: The Graf Zeppelin never
turned a profit from passenger
operations. The author suggests
she eventually did, noting the
considerable financial benefit from
the carriage of post. But as with
Hindenburg, these airships were
subsidized to a great extent by the
German government. Douglas
Robinson said that Hindenburg
came close to turning a profit, but
not the smaller Graf Zeppelin.
P.103: It is implied LZ-1 was modified
and flew again in 1905 and 1906.
All three flights of LZ-1 occurred in
1900. The airship that flew in
1906 was LZ-2. Although LZ-2
may have used some components
from the scrapped LZ-1, she was
of a different design and
construction. The "I" section
beams of LZ-1 were replaced with
the much stronger triangular
section girders.
P.104: Graf Zeppelin II (LZ-130) was
not used solely for radar spying
flights along the East coast of
Britain. Most of her 30 flights were
conducted within Germany,
several for government
propaganda purposes.
P.109: The SR-1 did not have an allBritish crew on her flight from Italy
to Britain. She had one Italian
observer, T. R. de Rossi, and one
French observer, Lieutenant-deVaisseau Picard, who joined the
crew at Aubagne.
P.109: The assessment of the hangar

built for the Italia at King’s Bay is
too generous. The absence of a
roof could have had serious
consequences due to the
accumulation of snow upon the
hull. The weight of snow
jeopardised the airship and it was
removed with difficulty.
P.111: The stops of Norge at Oslo
and Vadso are neglected.
P.111: Nome is not located at Point
Barrow, Alaska, but several
hundred miles to the southwest on
the Seward Peninsula (not to be
confused with the town of
Seward) near the Bering Strait.
P.113: The Italia was not larger than
Norge, having an identical volume
(Giuseppi Pesce noted Italia was
actually about 2 metres shorter
than Norge). The author is correct
that Italia was lighter weight due
to the use of superior materials
and design improvements given a
better understanding of Arctic
requirements.
P.117: All engines were not shut
down when Italia hit the ice. The
rear engine was still running.
P.118: An incomplete explanation is
offered as to why Nobile was
taken off the ice first and this is a
serious omission as it makes the
General look bad. Although there
was consensus among the
survivors that Nobile should be
removed first, we are left with the
impression that he failed to assert
his command by not insisting on
being taken off last. Those aware
of the Italia expedition history
know that Nobile was badly
injured and after lengthy
arguments was given no choice in
the matter. It is clear in retrospect
that Lundborg would have
delivered on a promise to fly back
with an empty seat if the Nobile
did not go.
P.119: Nobile built three semi-rigids
and assisted with other airships in
the Soviet Union, not just one.
P.119: Nobile’s rehabilitation in the
eyes of the Italian public and the
return of his rank occurred shortly
after the end of WWII when the
fascists were removed from power
in Italy, not as stated 60 years
later in 1988.
P.122: American B Class airships
were never called “Pony” blimps.
The name was only applied to
three specific Goodyear airships
built after WWI, which were
intended to be marketed to private
buyers.
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P.128: It is implied that LZ-126 was
christened Los Angeles
immediately upon arrival at
Lakehurst from Germany. This
th
event occurred November 25
1924 at Anacostia Naval Air
Station near Washington, DC.
P.128: Hydrogen is not “drained” off
but valved or vented instead.
P.129: The gas cells in the Akron and
Macon are stated to have
occupied only the upper two-thirds
of the ship, but this was not the
case. The bottom third was
denied to gas cells only between
frames 125 and 147.5 to
accommodate the aircraft hangar
and crew quarters. Space was
also allotted to eight interior
engine rooms and the triangular
deep main rings but the total
volume did not come anywhere
near to the entire bottom third of
each bay.
P.137: The United States did not
“promptly shut down” their rigid
airship program after the loss of
the Macon. Several designs were
advanced within Navy after her
loss and the pursuit of rigid
airships was not officially
terminated until after WWII. It
would be more accurate to state
the US Navy did not acquire or
build any further rigid airships
after the loss of the Macon.
P.138: The chapter on American
airshipmen refers to “highly
sophisticated” British high masts
but fails to mention American
advances in telescopic and low
masts. After the nose-stand of the
Los Angeles, I wonder how R-100
would have managed in the same
circumstances at St. Hubert’s.
Would she have lifted the heavy
rollers into the air to the point of
their breaking loose, and done a
nose stand as well? Given the
possibility, it seems that a high
landing to a telescopic mast and
then utilization of a riding out car
would be the safer, more
sophisticated system.
P.139: The photo of the L-8 was
taken at Moffett Field, California,
not Akron. The Sunnyvale hangar
has been mistaken for the Akron
Airdock.
P.140: The author fails to mention the
jamming of the bomb racks on the
K-74 during her engagement with
the German submarine U-134.
This is a significant omission
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since proper functioning may have
led to a completely different
outcome. Also omitted is the fact
that K-74 damaged U-134 making
her unable to submerge.
P.142: The radar installations on
American AEW airships were
typically housed underneath the
airship car or in a bubble on top of
the envelope. I believe housing
them inside the envelope was first
suggested by Aerospace
Developments in Britain in the
1970s.
P.150: The loss of Hindenburg did
not bring airship activity to a close
in Germany. The failure to acquire
helium from the United States led
to the suspension of commercial
operations, but LZ-130 was still
operated with hydrogen.
Ultimately, it was Herman
Göring’s policies that eliminated
the German rigid airships by
1940.
P.152: The Vereinte Insurance WDL
airship photo was not taken in
1962; it was not built until the
1980s. Perhaps the photo was
taken in 1992? Also, Zeppelin-NT
is neither a non-rigid airship or a
rigid airship, it is, in truth, a
variation of the semi-rigid airship.
P.153: The difference between the
A60 and A60P airships is not
clarified. The former had a volume
of 60,000 cubic feet, the latter
69,000 cubic feet.
P.154: Only 13, not 36 fare-paying
passengers were killed in the
Hindenburg tragedy. The 22 crew
and one ground crew killed
brought the death toll to 36.
P.157: The context in which the
author starts writing this Appendix
about airship hangars is vague.
However, over the next few pages
the DELAG and German naval
operations become clear.
Therefore, it can be safely said
that more than half a dozen men
would have been required to walk
these rigid airships out of their
sheds.
P.158: The revolving shed concept
was never repeated as claimed,
although the Germans intended to
build one at Frankfurt for Redeerei
operations. The plan came to
naught owing to WWII.
P.163: The photo caption states the
airships are the Delta and Beta,
but the airship in the background
is actually the Gamma, not the

Delta.
P.163: The mast at Croydon used by
the R-33 was not portable, nor
was it short, being about 140 feet
tall.
Finally,
errors:

some

typographical

P.5: One of the early British airship
pioneers was Captain Beedle, not
Beadle.
P.14: Capt. William’s book title is
Airship Pilot No. 28, not 23.
P.60: R-100 is listed as having a
disposable lift of only 35 tons; this
comes closer to R-101 in her
original form, not R-100.
P.67, 74, 100, 103 and elsewhere:
Consistent errors occur regarding
airship designations: The
commercial designation of R-33
was G-FAAG not G-FAAB.
DELAG commenced operations
with LZ-7, not L-7 (LZ-6 was also
utilized). Schwaben, L-10 should
read LZ-10, Viktoria Luise L-11
should be LZ-11, Sachsen L-17
should be LZ-17, etc.
P.89: The LZ-126 flew to the U.S. in
1924, not 1925.
P.102: The Berlin Olympics were in
1936, not 1937.
P.136: “Poire Sur Light” should read
“Point Sur Lighthouse.”
P.140: “Dale City” should read “Daly
City”; “Moffat Field” should read
“Moffett Field.”
P.158: The airship base near Berlin
was “Biesdorf,” not “Blisdorf.”
It is unfortunate that there is no
footnoting in the text. For this reason,
along with the rather large number of
errors, it is impossible to put this
book in the same category as
Battlebags, which was the better of
the two.
The chapters of Sky Sailors
dealing with British airships are
useful, and if you are seeking more
information on this aspect, it is worth
having a copy. It is not without regret
that I find myself not recommending
this book as a reliable general
history,
since
Mowthorpe’s
enthusiasm for airships was wellknown, yet it is a risk of writing that
one opens up to literary criticism.
Perhaps Sky Sailors could be revised
and expanded in a future edition,
incorporating corrections and more
intimate details of the lives of airship
crews?

Kent O’Grady

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
•

Saturday, 8th June - The 2019 Annual General Meeting of the Airship Heritage Trust will
be held at 2:00 pm in Cardington Village Hall, Southill Road, Cardington, Bedford MK44 3SP

•

Thursday, 27th June 2019 at 3 p.m. – Unveiling of a Blue Plaque to Hilda Lyon in Market
Weighton Town Hall, Market Weighton, East Riding of Yorkshire:

•

13th & 14th July 2019, R34 Centenary Celebrations at Pulham St Mary, Norfolk, includes a
new exhibition at the Pennoyer Centre, a vintage village fete, games, music and unveiling of
the newly refurbished village sign. Details from: https://pennoyers.org.uk/whats-on.html

•

8th to 11th August 2019 - The British Balloon and Airship Club’s 41st Bristol Balloon
Fiesta – Europe’s largest annual meeting of more than 100 balloons from across the globe
will be held at Ashton Court, Bristol. Details from: www.bristolballoonfiesta.co.uk

•

5th to 13th October 2019 - The Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta – The world’s
biggest and most spectacular hot air balloon event will be held in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
USA and will include balloon glows, mass ascents and the famous Special Shape Rodeo.
Details from: www.ballonfiesta.com

•

18th to 21st November 2019 - The Royal Institute of Navigation’s International Navigation
Conference 2019 (INC2019) - will be held in the prestigious Edinburgh International
Conference Centre (EICC), Edinburgh, Scotland. Details from: www.rininc.org
---ooo000ooo---

MEMBERSHIP MATTERS
UK Membership : £25 per annum : Overseas Membership : £35 per annum
AHT Annual Subscriptions are due on the 1st of January each year
Subscribe via PayPal at the AHT website (www.airshipsonline.com/members/)
=

or
By Standing Order made payable to: “The Airship Heritage Trust” : Account Number : 31563866
Sort Code: 40-24-07 : HSBC Bank plc, Unit 2, Marlowes Centre, Hemel Hempstead, HP1 1DX
or
By cheque made payable to: “The Airship Heritage Trust”

Sent to: The Membership Secretary
Brian Harrison, 9 Quaggy Walk, Blackheath, London SE3 9EL
Enquiries: membership@airshipsonline.com
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